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21.1 Rawls' theory of justice

'i'he most complete argument for ;I of justice is possibly that provided by
Rawls, who argues for his two principles of justice in .4 '/'In'ory oJ tistice (1972). lu5
theory is of justice as fairness, accepting those principles that would result from an
'original position'. In this 'original position', the Parties set Out, subject to conditions
considered reasonable and fair, to agree the principles by which their societ y should
be organised. it is thus a social contract position, although the contract is a
h ypothetical one.

Alet/zod

Rawls accepts Hart's distinction between concepts of justice and conceptions of
justice. I-ic agrees that any theory of justice must deal with both of these. By a
concept of justice Rawls means the role of its principles in assigning rights and
duties and in defining the appropriate division of social advantages. This is
essentially an objective phenomenon. By a conception of justice he means the
interpretation of the role of these principles in particular situations, lie
acknowledges that this is much more subjective.

Rawls' theory in its own terms is designed to cope with situations where
mutuall y disinterested persons put forward conflicting claims to a division of goods
and services under conditions of moderate scarcit y . I us theor y is of no application ill
conditions of total scarcit y , fr example, Mozambique.

I lis method is to test all the previous theories and from their defects to
extrapolate a superior theor y . While he states that his is the best (not surprisingly)
he acknowledges the existence of other theories. Ills starting point is  rejection of
utilitarianism

Rejection of utilitarianism
The first half of the book is directed at a rejection of the earlier theories. We shall
concentrate on his comments with regard to utilitarianism. Classical (total) utility is
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easily dismissed, since it supports an increase in population even if average utility
would be thereby decreased. Average utility is more of a problem; Rawls has
criticisms of it. Some of these are general, in terms of allowing sacrifice of persons
for others: we have already discussed utility in this light. Some criticisms are specific
to the original position (OP) and show why parties to the original position (POI)
would not choose average utilit y . The veil of ignorance denies them knowledge of the
probabilities of being at an y particular economic/social level in the society. To choose
average utility is to take a risk on whether or not one's position is a good one; it is
the logical choice if the principle of 'insufficient reason' is followed, and the
probabilities for each position are regarded as equal. Rawls says that the POP would
reject such risk-taking and would, as we shall see below, adopt a 'maxirnin' strategy,
that is, one that maximises good only so fur as a minimum of good is maintained.

Rawls states that utilitarianism suf'krs from two major defects:

Utilitarianism ignores flu' distinctness oJpt'rsons. The utilitarians assume that just
as rationality requires making small sacrifices for larger gains, SO it also requires a
trade-off of the welfusre of some against the welfare of others. This idea of trading
oil'the welfire of some against the welfare of others conflicts with our moral
intuition. In Simmonds' book Lan', 7ustice and Rights the author uses the analogs' of
having -,I toothache and going to the dentist and suffering great pain for a
moments in order to have the toothache cured. This is a utilitarian calculation and it
IS submitted it is a legitimate utilitarian calculation because one is talking about
sacrifices for oneself. One is undergoing the pain in order to gain the pleasure for
oneself. As indicated in the Previous Chapter the problem with utilitarianism is that
it speaks of sacrificing the pain of others for the pleasure of oneself.

Furthermore utilitarianism merely regards people as mechanisms to measure pain
and pleasure and as receptacles in which welfare is to he maximised with the
greatest 1)OSSiblC efficiency.

Utilitarianism seeks to de,fine the right in lernis of the good. Utilitarianism begins
with an account of good and defines as right that which brings about the good.
1-lerein is the anomaly, because utilitarianism takes account of unjustl y obtained
happiness. According to Rawls,

'Justice is the first virtue of social institutions in the same way as truth is the first virtue
of thought. And like truth, j ustice is uncompromising . .

Characteristics of a theory of justice
Having rejected utilitarianism, Rawls goes oil 	 consider the conditions which any
theory of justice must satisfy before it is a useful theory of justice. These are:

1. The theory must be general.
2. The theory must be universal in application.
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3. The theory is public in the sense that the population must know about it, there
being no point in having a secret theory of justice.

4. The theory must impose an ordering on competing claims.
S. The theory must have finality.

Content

According to Rawls, justice is prior to happiness. It is only when we know that
happiness is just that we regard happiness as having any positive value. Is Rawls
then affording us a neutral conception of justice? Rawls believes that justice
represents the framework within which different individuals have a fair opportunity
to pursue their own goals and values. Ills theory seeks to meet the criticisms that he
levelled against utilitarianism and attempts to employ the criteria of rational
prudence in a manner consistent with both the distinctness of persons and the
priority of the right over the good.

In his book, Rawls uses a complex mixture of two forms of reasoning: deductive
and inductive; and of two bases for argument: the contract and reflective
equilibrium. We will look at the two bases in turn.

Contract

As we have said, Rawls envisages an original position in which, in conditions of
equality (discussed below), the parties agree to the principles to judge society. A
contract model is used for two reasons:

Exposition. Asa nice framework within which to explain the various conditions
which can reasonably be imposed on such an agreement 'the conditions we accept as
"fair'" and to show how the principles call 	 reached from these conditions.

Jusi:ficatjo,:. The contract is not supposed to have been made in /iia, but the
device is used to show 'to emphasise' that the principles chosen are fiuir', ones we
would accept given a fair starting point. Anybody at any time can enter the original
position and if the y did and were rational they would arrive at the same conclusion,
the same principles of justice, that Rawls arrives at. For this reason these principles
are said to be objective and would he binding oil members of the society. He has
thus, it is submitted, overcome the difficulty with the earlier social contractarian
theories that could not account for how the contract was binding on those not part\
thereto. The contract model is thus justificatory, in support of the principles and
giving them Some degree of legitimacy, as well as expository.

I having established the conditions of the contract, the argument is both deductiveand inductive. Rawls attempts to show deductively that the principles would in fiict
be choseii by the parties, and why they would he chosen. They would value liberty,
very, highly, as the first principle chosen shows: they would then adopt maximin as
in the second principle. The two principles result from the conditions of the original
position and that deduction
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The main argument, as Rawls calls it, is of another kind. It involves looking at a
list of other conceptions of justice, particularly variants of utilitarianism, and seeing
why the two principles should he preferred. This argument is not deductive. Nor is
it a complete argument: there may, be further conceptions of justice not yet disclosed
which would win, and anyway Rawls' list is not complete re present Conceptions.

In our discussion of Rawls, we concentrate on the deductive argument from the
original position.

Reflective equilibrium
I low are the conditions in the original position decided upon? Basically, they are
conditions we accept as reasonable to impose on (people choosing our) standards of
Justice; for example the veil of ignorance encourages impartiality. There is, however,
another important aspect, that of - trying to reach reflective equilibrium.

Rawls outlines the derivation of principles, following a process whereby
reasonable conditions are used, and the principles that result are discovered. These
principles are tested against our considered judgments in Particular situations. If
the y run counter we must either, after thought, reject our considered judgments, or
alter the conditions of the original position. The results of those altered conditions
emerge, are checked against our considered judgments, and so on. Eventually, by
modifications at both ends, reflective equilibrium emerges between the principles
emerging and our considered judgments. We have then reached the best version of
the original position, which expresses reasonable conditions and yields principles
matching our considered judgments. The starting point, the conditions of the
original position, is tinkered with until correct principles emerge.

This argument is clearly not deductive. It also makes the original position itself
redundant, if one is being harsh. Why not just put up possible principles and
modify them with regard to our considered judgments, without referring to the
contract idea at all? We must refer to the earlier points (contract as exposition and
justification) to see why Rawls uses a contract even though it is not strictly a
necessar y part of the argument.

i/u' original position

The parties
Rawls does tell us who the parties will be; they are various representatives, all of the
same generation. We will not consider who they are in detail: it is pointless since
one or all come to the same conclusion. The conditions are meant to he such that
the two principles are the 'correct answer', to which everyone will agree.

What choice?
The parties are to choose general principles by which society should he organised,
principles of justice for that society. It is interesting throughout to consider how
various other possible theories are eliminated by Rawls. We discuss this below.
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As pointed out above, the choice is made primarily by arguing against other
conceptions, but also by a positive deductive argument for the various facets of the
tWo principles.

What n1otivatjon

The parties agree to principles that we term 'principles of justice', but it is
important to note that from the point of view of the Parties the principles are not
principles of justice, but the terms of the contract/agreement made on the basis of
self-interest in an original position. As we've seen, the conditions of the original
position put everyone in the same situation, and 'sclfintercst' is therefore non-
specific; but given the conditions of ignorance, etc, in the original position, the
parties are trying to get the 'best deal' for themselves.

I low can they do this, bearing in mind that they knew nothing about themselves?
The answer is that the y will try to get the highest possible total of primary basic
goods. One thing that is removed from the parties is an awareness of their own,
particular, plan of lifi., their conception of what is a 'good life', and what,
specifically, they need to live it (time, money, power, responsibility, etc). 'I'hcy do,
however, know general facts; one of these general fcts is that to fulfil a plan of life
everyone wants more and not less of the 'primary basic goods'. These goods 'rights,
powers, health, etc' fall into two categories, social and natural; the parties will try to
arrange liberties, opportunities, powers, self-respect, income and wealth. Everybody's
P lan of uk will be enhanced by these.

I'hc conditions
What conditions are the parties under?

Veil of ignorance: the most obviously necessary condition is one to ensure
impartiality, that is, that one's own position and views shouldn't influence the
choice. This is a traditional kature of justice theories; 

.I 	 device to Rawls'
is the impartial spectator.

Rawls' device is i veil of ignorance, behind which the parties are working.
The parties do not know their place in Society, their status or class, their krtune,
level of natural abilit y , intelligence and so on. All are in a condition of equality:
hence 'justice as fairness', and hence unanimity of result (important, according to
Rawls, because it shows a genuine reconciliation of interests). The parties would
he rational, free and have knowledge of' . the general situation but no specific
knowledge of the particular. They would know that there is a society; they would
know there is intelligence; they would know that there are sexes but they would
not know where the y as individuals would fit in society. Behind this veil of
ignorance any knowledge of all those katures which distinguish one person from
another will be excluded. Rawls argues that it would be just to impose these
conditions and that any decision reached in this condition would become binding.
The veil would then he lifted to the extent of the proposition and there would be
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no possibility of repeal of the principle. Let us see how this works by an example
at the end of this section.

2. Non-altruism: the parties must look to their own self-interest and not to the
interests of others, or incoherence will result.

3. Non-envy: In any non-equal situation, the problem of envy will arise. If the
parties thought they would be envious of anyone who did better than the y did,
strict equalit y woukl be the onl y choice, and that might mean that increases in
wealth for all are missed. To avoid this, Rawls sa ys the parties will not be
envious: the y will want the best possible result for themselves, but it will not be
a factor against an arrangement that someone else might (10 better.

Great inequalities could be sanctioned in this way: but Rawls' two principles
avoid this inequality. The first principle gives libert y to all equally. The second
principle does allow the unequal distribution of primar y social goods, but within
strict limits. In an y case, one of these goods being distributed is self-respect, and
one's sell-respect would clearly be harmed by any massive inequality resulting in a
small share of the other goods.

The just savings principle/family feeling: the parties are all from the same
generation. What is to stop them from deciding as follows: we cannot alter how
previous generations have acted? Motivated by self-interest (non-altruism) we care
not fur future generations. Therefore we will use up as many of the resources of the
earth as we wish, and we will not, individually or as a societ y, be concerned about
what investment we make for future generations.

Logical, yes; just, no. To avoid this conclusion, Rawls added a condition that the
parties were concerned about their fhmilics including other generations thereof.
('I'his, of course, results in the just savings principle in the second principle.)

Risk aversion: the parties will choose the least worst alternative and not the best
possible alternative because of their self-interest that dictates that they avert risk of a
worst possible scenario.

Let us look at ;I example of how this process is meant to occur. We have
entered the original position. ']'lie proposition that is put to us is that there should
be accorded more rights to men than to women, in other words that there should be
discrimination against women in the allocation of benefits in the society. This is one
of the questions a society has to address. This is the question. The parties (10 not
know whether they are men or women. Acting in their own self interest (non-
altruism) and seeking to avert risk, the parties will appl y the maximin principle
seeking to maximise benefit while minimising burden. Let us say that the parties opt
for sex discrimination; the consequences are as follows:

1. If the y are men then that will be the best possible scenario.
2. If they are women then that will be the worst possible scenario.
3. If the the parties act according to the maximin principle they will choose that

there should be no sex discrimination in which case whether they arc men or
women will make no difference. True, they will lose the chance to have all the
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benefits that accrue to men if there was discrimination, but they will also avert
the risk of all the loss were the y women.

Thus it seems that the use of this original position together with the conditions
stipulated by Rawls Will lead to a denial of all arbitrary d i scrimination in accordance
with established liberal thought.

The principles of justice

From the original position, we arrive at the two principles of justice:

1. Each person is to have all 	 right to the most extensive total system of equal
basic liberties compatible with a similar system for all.

2 Social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are both:
a) to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged consistent with the just savings

principle, and
b) attached to offices opel) to all in conditions of fair equality of opportunity.

Generally, the first principle is prior to the second.

We will look at the two principles in three stages. First, the deductive argument
for the two principles. Second, the 'main argument', rejecting other conceptions.
Third, the argument for priority of the first principle over the second, the priority
of liberty.

Deductive argument for the two principles
Assumptions. The conditions of the original position are above, but we should
mention at this stage that there are two more assumptions, which shape the form and
content of the two principles. The first of these is socialco-operation. No one can
succeed in the plan of life without society, therefore everyone W i ll be willing to enter
into social co-operation. Talents are pooled to the benefit of all; the major question is
how the results of that pooling should be distributed: what distribution should he
decided upon?

It is this assumption that knocks out natural rights theories like those of
Nozick's. Is social co-operation a succcssfol argument against the millionaire who
argues against re-distributed taxat iow Rawls would say that without Society that
niihiion would not be made or increased. Is the millionaire right to say, that he gives
more (jobs, investment) than lie takes out?

'l'he second assumption is nsA' aversion. ']'be veil of ignorance hides from the
parties both the position the y vill occupy in society and the Probabilities relating to
the various positions If there are five million poor people out of 500 million, the
odds arc one in a hundred that any given individual will be a poor person: but tile
parties don't know this. In this situation tile logicians would suggest the acceptance
of an 'insufficient reason' standpoint whereby all possibilities are taken as equally
likely. Rawls rejects this, and says the parties would instead choose a maximin
position, arranging Society So that the position of the least well off class is
maximised. The parties are then risk verse: rather than chancing a possibly very
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poor position by going for an arrangement which produces very good results at the
top end, they will choose that situation where the bottom end is as high as possible.

1)0 you think the parties would be risk averse? Might they decide to gamble?

The argLlnlent
The parties set out, then, to derive principles upon which they can agree to arrange
society. They wish these principles to result in the best possible arrangement of
primar y social goods, and they will decide to adopt a maximin outlook.

The starting point is equality: the parties would start by thinking what the
principle to be chosen should be, simply that everyone gets equal shares of
ever y thing. They would then realise that some inequalities will benefit everyone:
incentives to high-flyers, for example, would motivate them to achieve a greater
degree of productive enterprise, and thus to produce more for everyone. The
yardstick for this is .

I
 calculation, looking to see whether the inequalities

result in the best possible result for the least advantaged.
This calculation is made for several different areas, as follows:

Liberty. The claims of liberty have, for Rawls, an absolute priority after a certain
level of economic well-being has been reached. This priority is a major keynote of
the theory . for this reason it is treatedseparatcly below.

Above the level of priority, iequality is not allowed: trade-offs for increased
economic well-being would not be accepted. 'Thus, the first principle, the right to
the most extensive total system of equal basic liberties compatible with ,I

s ystem for all. This is reflected for example in Article 17 of the l'uropean
(:oI'eitiot1 on Iluman Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 1950, which provides
that the rights granted in the Convention cannot be used to deprive others of the
rights in the convention. This has been the topic of case law, see The federal
(;t'ri?ul,: Communist Part)' case (1957) concerning the ban on that party whose objects
were held to be incompatible with the freedom of association for others, and more
recently the case of Glipumerveen and 11agenbek v The Netherlands which concerned
the outlawing o the expression of racist sentiments being held to be consistent with
he freedom of' speech.

It should be noted that Rawls is not here referring to the libert y of the individual
but rather to certain liberties.

Fair equably of uortunily. Economic and social advantages are attached to
offices and positions open to all in fair equality and opportunity. This is despite the
fact that fair equality and opportunity might be contrary to the difkrence principle
(see 'the difference principle' below, the maxirnin position oil and economic
advantages). ifl some circumstances, one can envisage a 'closed shop' appointment
system which might work better than an open system. Rawls argues that those who
lost out in a system because fair equality of opportunity was not in operation would
feel unjustly treated, and lose self-respect. (In fact that argument seems inconsistent
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with sonic other things Rawls says: such feelings and considerations of desert
wouldn't Convince the self-interested parties. Also, the choice of fair equality of
opportunity Over available alternatives is not convincing, SIflCC Criticisms against
those alternatives, particulariv that they are morall y arbitrary, also apply.)

Just savings Pri:cipI'. We have seen the original position presumption that leads to
this: the parties are taken to have inter-generational family ties. They are therefore
Concerned to save for future generations. Th i s is the clearest example of a condition
of the original position introduced, as a result of our considered judgments, in the
reflective equilibrium process.

The d:jjerence principle. With the qualifications in the previous two paragraphs the
parties will accept such economic and social inequalities as benefit the position of the
least advantaged. In contrast with average utility, the least well-off do not sacrifice
themselves for the better off; rather, the y, are put in the best position available. The
difference principle, of Course, follows logically from the adoption of a maximin
strategy.

The main argument: why prefer the two principles to other possibilities?
It would here be necessary to outline briefly his reasons for rejecting various other
conceptions, only some of which appear in his list. 1goLc,n, as we have seen, is
knocked out by formal constraints (requiring a choice of general principles).

Non-tolerant concep tions are knocked out by tile veil of ignorance, because it
hides the person's own conception of the good. By a non-tolerant conception, I
mean one that would not be prepared to allow (certain) other conceptions to be
pursued. For example, ail religious fanatic might have a conception of the
good life that included a prohibition of other frms of worship: his conception of
justice would include this provision. In the original position no one would choose
that conception of justice, because there is  chance that they would be the holders
of a prohibited religious viewpoint, an intolerable situation.

Non-tolerance will sometimes be linked with fler/èclionisnj, a conception under
which society is organised in such a way that it furthers a particular ideal state of
affairs. An extreme religious viewpoint might again provide ail Such a
conception would not be chosen, and this is another argument against non-tolerant
conceptions being chosen, because the parties (not knowing their own conception of
the good) have no reason to choose principles according with only one theory of the
good. Instead they will choose one which allows freedom to differing conceptions in
order that they, whatever their own 'good life' turns out to 1)e, call 	 their ownchosen course.

Rawls explicitly places intuitionism as a last resort, if any acceptable principles can
be found by which society's affairs can be arranged, tile intuitionist's suggestion that
at each point the decision maker should follow his discretion call rejected. Only if
no such principles exist does the intuitionist win.
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On the list of other conceptions, there are some mixed conceptions. These include
the first principle with a different second principle. A particularly important
alternative second principle is average utility plus a social minimum condition. Such
a condition could resolve the problems average utility has in relation to sacrificing
the least well-off. The two principles are to be preferred to this mixed conception,
because of the difficulties of deciding the social minimum and the fict that it could
be the two principles in disguise! The two principles would match its results, and
should be chosen for their greater clarity and precision.

Apart from these various points aimed at showing why the parties would choose
the two principles and not any other possibility, Rawls gives at this stage the
considerations working in favour of the two principles. The first is that they (10 not
involve sacrificing oneself for the sake of others, and therefbre there are not the
strains of commitment imposed by other theories. This is true of the least well-off,
who areat their best possible position, unless of course they are envious (perhaps
they will prefer to be poorer but equal?). High-level producers might not he SO

enthusiastic about a system which takes away their hard-earned profit to improve the
position of the less well-off. Isn't the high-flyer being sacrificed for the bottom rung?

Second, the two principles have the advantage of psychological stability. Since no
one is being sacrificed for others, and everyone's self-respect is enhanced, the two
principles will receive public recognition and lead to a sense of justice. This
'advantage' is akin to the first; it is subject to the same sort of criticism.

The priority of liberty
The first principle is generally 'lexicographically prior' to the second; this means that
its demands must he met in full before the considerations of the second principle
are taken into account. (The exception is when the society has not yet reached a
sufficiently developed economic position: this point is not explicitly decided by
Rawls.) Liberty can only be sacrificed for liberty's sake in two circumstances.

1. Less extensive liberty must strengthen the whole s ystem shared by all; an
example is the rules of order iii .I

2. Unequal liberty must he acceptable to those with less. For example, equality of
opportunity might be sacrificed to lead to greater political liberty.

Rawls is not discussing all possible liberties, but ;I list, political liberty,
freedom of thought and conscience, freedom of the person and the right to hold
personal property, and freedom from arbitrary arrest and seizure. The parties would
not allow these freedoms to be limited fi)r the sake of an impi'OVeIl)Cflt in economic
or social well-being. Why not?

Rawls principally used the example of freedom of religious belief. Such belief is
so central and important that the parties would realise that its sacrifice would he
intolerable, and therefore is prohibited. This can be seen as a maximin point, that a
poor economic situation and freedom to worship as you choose is always better than

no freedom of worship.
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A 
further argument utilises the fact that a certain level of well-being is requiredbefore the priority is 

absolute Once that point is reached, survival and economicgoods become less 
important, and cultural and intellectual pursuits (and thereforethe freedom to pursue them) become increasingly So. Remember here theAristotelian principle, 

that people desire to engage in more complex activities ifpossible.
Does Rawls establish the priorit of liberty? First, he does not discuss sexual

freedom (although at one point he sas he has Proved his point re 'religious and
sexual freedom'); nor is it totally clear why the liberties on his list are chosen.
Second, he only argues from religious freedom. It seems intuitively possible to
distinguish between this and the other liberties. Religious liberty is central to the
existence of most people (even if it is the liberty to have no religion) in a unique
and most important way; the same is not true of the other liberties. Is owning a
house as important as faith? And haven't people often given up their personal
freedom for religion? The conclusion here might be that while priority is logical for
parties to choose religious liberty, it is not necessarily so with the other liberties.

For these other liberties, the absolute Priority of liberty over economic and social
development is hard to accept, even given the fact that civilisation must have
reached a level where economic needs are not desperate. Assume that by sacrificing
five years' political liberty to a totalitarian regime, massive increases in wealth would
result, including a great boost to the maximin position. Is it logical for the 

I'OP to
rule out choosing this sacrifice? Wouldn't the resultant economic gain in fact greatly
enhance the value of the restored liberty? III Rawls does not find a proper place
for the idea of the value of liberty: but what is the use of freedom of thought if the
economic necessity to work proves too exhausting to allow it? And what use the
freedom to attend plays/concerts if they cannot be afforded?

Finally, giving liberty this priority seems to me to be allowing into the theory
Rawls' own Conception of the good life.Thi
the next section.	 s point will be discussed more fully in

21.2 Evaluation of Rawls

There are many criticisms of Rawls' work. I shall consider some of the main ones
that appear in the literature.

One criticism is that, through many avenues, his own conception of a proper plan
for life, the proper way for someone to live, encroaches on the theory. The parties are
denied knowledge of their Own plan of life, their own conception of the good: as a
result, society will inevitably be tolerant, even though the majority of People within it
are in fact non-tolerant. The parties are motivated by a desire to maximise achievement
on an Aristotelian scale of complexity, but it is not true for all. A monk, for example,
would want no income, wealth, etc; many of the primary social goods would be useless
for him. Rawls , original position fits only a certain category of person.
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Further, an element is missed in the original position. The parties would logically
he interested not only in how many primary social goods they got, but also how
many everybody else got. This is not envy but a directly personal concern relating to
quality of life. For example, imagine the parties deciding whether they should have
cars. They would put into account not only the convenience of an individual having
a car, but also the inconvenience and discomfort of living in a society where
everyone had a car. This consideration is not mentioned by Rawls: surely it would
affect the parties' determination to achieve maximum primary social good level?

Rawls is perceived as adjusting the conditions in the original position to ensure
the principles that he wants are arrived at; behind a supposed veil of objectivity his
subjectivity emerges. This is regarded as an intellectual sleight of hand trick, as he
started from the two principles and their arrangement in lexicographical order and
worked backwards. Simnionds takes a less cynical approach to this. I-Ic maintains
that perhaps Rawls is 'attempting to elucidate the deep philosophical presuppositions
that underlie his two principles'.

One of the most important criticisms of Rawls comes froni one of his former
students, Robert Nozick. Much of the following Chapter is devoted to an elucidation
of Nozick's theory of justice, so it Will suffice, I imagine, to demonstrate here some
of his main criticisms of Rawls which will be further elaborated upon in the
following Chapter. Nozick maintains that if one is interested in justice then one
cannot deny the importance of [(awls' theory. One has either to work with [(awls'
theory or explain why one is not working with it.

Nozick continues by attacking the notion of what he calls 'the patterned
distribution of social good'. Any patterned distribution would really require us to
consider the following problems:

If one is prepared to allow for the coercive redistribution of wealth then why not
also allow the coercive redistribution of bodily organs? For example, if one has
two healthy kidneys then wh y not give one healthy one to a person without any
healthy kidneys, the point being that to regard ability or organs as common
resources appears to give persons rights in other persons, so that the least
advantaged have got a right to the best advantaged, raising the standard of living
of the least advantaged. The example of taxation can be cited here. Where one
PCSOfl has to pay tax SO that the money can be redistributed to the least
advantaged then this is in effect a form of forced labour or slavery, because that
proportion of one's time is spent working solel y kr others and not for oneself. It
should he noted that Nozick is not talking about the need to raise tax in order to
fund roads, hospitals or missiles, but about the tax that is used to pay fr the
poor such as supplementary benefits.

2. Nozick also rejects the difference principle as being unjust. lie cites examples.
Let us assume that everyone starts off with the same, an equal distribution.
People will then freely enter into Contracts and he prepared to Pi tY in order to get
what they want. In his Wilt Chamberlain example, to which we will return later,
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Nozick shows that the spectators will become materially worse off while the
player will become much better oft According to Rawls, that distribution is
unjust because the least well off become poorer. Of course, this concentrates on
the financial position of the parties and that may not he the entire picture. As we
shall see, Nozick replaces this patterned distribution with his 'historical
en titlement theory'.

Hart questions whether the parties would opt for the two principles and
necessarily prefer liberty to equality of opportun i ty . Why not prefer equality tolibert y ? According to I lart, Rawls also underestim ated the difficulty of balancingconflicting interests. It is the ideal that underlies his treatment of the allocation of
resources. Rawls is interpreted by Hart as saying that a pUblic_spirited person
imbued with the notion of service to the Community will decide never to give up
any political freedom for material gain. Essentially this is because Rawls does not

I

have anconcept of the state in his theory. I-Ic pays too little attention to the
institutional arrangements by means of which the distribution is to be carried out, in
that those who in effect carry out the d istr i bution vill be the most powerful group
in society. Can we really expect those people to act in a public-spirited way?
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Robert Nozick

22.1 ;lnarcl,)', State and Utopia

22.2 Libertarianism: Nozick's theory of rights

22.3 F;va1uition of Nozick's theory

22.1 Anarchy, State and Utopia

Robert Nozick's rinarc/iy, Stale and Utopia is all important book, containing a new
natural rights theory as well as criticisms of utilitarianism and Rawls, a plea for
vegetarianism, and much more. It is recommended as a stimulating 'read' on justice
and some related topics, though only if you have time and the inclination.

In brief', Nozick's theory is as follows. Man has certain natural rights, including
the right to acquire property. These rights must not be violated by anyone, without
the consent of the right-holder. They act as moral 'side-constraints' on action. To be
justified, a state must be such that it would arise from a no-state position (the state
of nature) without infringing the rights of anyone who did not consent; only a
minimal state offering protection against violence, theft and breach of agreement
would emerge in this way. An y further state is not justified; particularly, a state
redistributing wealth is not justified, and taxation to bring this about is the
equivalent of forced labour. The onl y legitimate way of coming to hold property is
b y just acquisition, just transfer, or rectification of a past injustice.

Nozick extols the virtues of eighteenth century individualism and nineteenth
century, laissez-faire capitalism. It has certainl y represented a Profound shock to legal
theory. The book is a provocative essay and one which in my view has had a very
considerable impact on political realit y . After reading Nozick one ma y ascertain
where man y of t he ideas of 'I'hatcherism have derived their origin, although they
have undergone sonic modification in the process. Nozick's views, to the extent that
classification is at all legitimate, may be referred to as libertarian. fie questions
whether liberty and equality are compatible and concludes that they are not. His
central thesis rests on the proposition that the individual is inviolable. This point is
crucial to an understanding of his theory.

Let us look at his theory in more detail. In his critique of Rawls, as we have
seen, Nozick rejects any 'patterned' conception of justice. A patterned conception is

299
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one that views justice as a matter of the pattern of distribution of benefits and
burdens that is achieved, for example, the Marxist idea of distribution according to
need. As stated he prefers his 'historical entitlement theory', the content of which it
would he appropriate to outline as follows:

Natural rig/its

Rather than examine the pattern of distribution, Nozick seeks to concentrate oil
question of how the distribution Came about in the first place. If that distribution is
brought about entirely as a result of freely entered into transactions then it is just.
1k put itt hus, 'If each person's holdings are just then the total set of holdings is
just'.

The individual has certain natural rights, including the freedom from violence
against his person, the freedom to hold property, and the freedom to enforce his
other rights. Concentrating on the right to hold individual property, a person can
legitimately acquire property in three ways:

By just initial acquisition

This details the circumstances tinder which a person may acquire ownership of
krmerly unowned resources. This right of appropriation fllows Locke. Locke had
the proviso that 'as much and as good he left for others'. Nozick has a more limited
proviso, merely that the remainder be left for others, and not necessarily as much/as
good. In any case, MacPherson says that the Lockean proviso ceases to be relevant
once money is invented, since there is always some of that property available.

By legitimate transfer

This details the means by which ownership of resources may be transfirrcd from
One to another. If I choose to give you some of my property, or we agree to swap
hits of otir property, then you receive my property legitimately b y transfi.r.

By rectification of past injustice
This details the action to be taken to rectify a distribution which i.s unjust in terms
of the first two principles. If I acquire property in an unjust manner, it can be taken
from me and restored to its proper owner. This principle in fact justifies a less
limited state, in some circumstances, to remedy a series of past injustices. (Could it
justify our Present Welfare State?)

'I'liese rights cannot be violated without a person's consent; this is his meaning of
the distinctness of persons. A person's separateness and individuality must be
respected; he must not be treated as a means to an end. Each person has exclusive
rights in himself and no rights in others. What is important is that in the pursuit of
Our own aims we do not violate the rights of others. As we have seen and stated
above, Nozick's theory originated in a critical evaluation of Rawls. He has criticised
Rawls on the grounds that individual abilities are not common assets to be exploited
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for the benefit of the least advantaged. For this reason, Nozick rejects goal-based
principles of justice. These are principles which judge a society by reference to
whether or not it matchcsaparticular goal, a particular end-state. Such principles
will require the right of the individual to he sacrificed for the goal or desired end-
state, the person being treated as a means to that end. The Wilt Chamberlain
example, below, is a graphic illustration of Nozick's point.

Rather than such an end-state, goal-based principle, Nozick insists that a
'historical entitlement' principle be chosen. This means that a situation is judged not
with reference to whether or not it matches a given end-state, but rather with
reference to whether or not it came about justly, with no infringement of anyone's
rights (hence the three just j)OCCSSCS by which property may be acquired).

Under this entitlement principle, people's rights are respected: they become
moral 'side-constraints' which forbid decisions and actions which violate them.
Natural rights can only be infringed with the consent of the right-holder. For
exaniple, a road Call be built across someone's property if he consents to it: if
he clues not, his rights may not be infringed however much some particular goal
(average utility, the best position for the least advantage, or whatever) may he
enhanced by such an infringement.

These rights are the right to liberty and the right to property. Their inter-
relationship is interesting. The right to liberty is defined by reference to the right to
property and the right to property is the result of the exercise of rights in one's own
labour. 'I'he right to property is then an expression of the right to liberty. Nozick
believes that private property increases freedom, an idea that has considerably
influenced Conservative politicians.

The idea of Nozick that, when one mixes one's labour with an object that is not
owned, one acquires a right to that object which can then be transferred, does not
address the question as to whether the exercise of one's labour gives a right to the
whole value of the object with which it is mixed. What of natural talents and
abilities? These are not possessed as a result of any labour but as a result of natural
and, tlierefre, morall y arbitrary (list ributions.

i/it' ?fli?Zifl1aI .V!lltt'

Nozick envisages a state of nature, and asks whether any state would emerge without
harming people's rights. In fact, a state will emerge, through an 'invisible hand'
process, that is, one which occurs without anyone intending it or aiming for it by
morall y permissible means and without anyone's rights (in Nozick's sense of the
word) being violated. In brief', the process is as fbllows:

1. To protect themselves, people krni protective agencies, pooling their protective
resources and leaving themselves free from fear of attack.

2. In each region, one protective agency becomes dominant, but there are still
independents.
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3. 
The dominant agency will prohibit independents from enforcing their own rights,
Since they will distrust the independents' procedure for determining violations.
This prohibition involves infringing the independents' rights (to enforce theirother rights), and demanding compensation; this compensation is 'paid' byprotecting the would-be independents as well.

The dominant agency, develops into a ' night-watchman , state, carrying out a
minimal range of duties, protection from theft, violence, fraud, and breach of
contract. This state claims a monopoly of force. If the state engaged in a patterned
distribution then it would be exercising excessive powers as it would entail constant
interference with liberty. Nozick does, however, recognise the need for some state,
otherwise there would be anarchy. Hence his minimal state can be seen as the way
to Utopia where individuals are inviolate.

Distributive justice

Any state other than the minimal state is rejected by Nozick. He would clearly see
the present UK set-u j) as unjust. Through social security and other aspects of the
Welflire State, money is taken through taxation from the wealthier people, and given
to the poor. 'Iiiis taxation is forced labour in disguise: such proportion of one's
working time as is reflected in the national insurance and income tax contributions
that are used fr redistribution to the least advantaged is spent working for others.
The redistribution involves violating rights to property. Unless it involves setting
right past injustices (many would argue that it does) it does not fit into any of the
three methods of just acquisition. Thus redistribution where resources are justly
obtained would not rectify an inequality but would rather produce one.

Nozick rejects the difference principle. Social Co-operation is a good thing, since
it probably produces better results for everyone, but especially for the weak and
poor who would have nothing if they had to act on their Own. The difference
Principle, that economic and social disadvantages should be so arranged as to benefit
the least vell-off, gives all the benefit of their co-operation to the poor; which is
asymmetric i l and unjust.st. (This does not mean that Rawls' argument fro the OP is
wrong: it might be rational for the POP to choose it.)

The difference between Rawls and Nozick is in their starting points: Rawls starts
from a standpoint of equality, and asks for reasons 

wil
y we should accept inequality;

Nozick starts from the idea of rights, with a consequence that a man owns the
property he has worked for and created. For Rawls, the rich man must show why
his wealth should not be taken; for Nozick, it cannot be taken without his consent.
Wealth is created by individuals and they that create it have rights over it. Hence
Nozjck maintains that one is not entitled to regard society's total wealth as a cake to
be divided up.

That this question of distributive justice is linked with that of goal-based versus
entitlement principles is illustrated by Nozick's Wilt Chamberlain (a basketball star)
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example. Assume, says Nozick, that at the start of a season your favourite end-state
principle is satisfied in society: let us say, the difference principle. Chamberlain fixes
a contract, giving him $1 of every spectator's entrance fee. At the end of the year,
the million spectators who have watched him are each $1 worse off, and Wilt is a
millionaire. Each $1 has been willingly given, a just transfer. Why should Wilt have
to pay back some of his million to satisfy the difference principle again? Where is
the justification for redistribution?

22.2 Libertarianism: Nozick's theory of rights

The opening argument of Nozick's Anarchy, State and Utopia consists of the
following, assertion:

'Individuals have rights, and there are things no person or group may do to them [without
violating these rightsj Our main conclusions about the state are that a minimal state
limited only to the narrow functions of protection against force, theft, fraud, enforcement
of contracts, and so on, is justified; that any more extensive state will violate persons rights

and is unjustified.'

Consequently, the state may not coerce individuals to help others and may not
protect an individual from himself. Such a view would seem to be diametrically
opposed to that of the utilitarian. Rawls, who criticises utilitarianism because it does
not give sufficient priority to rights, is criticised by Nozick for advocating that a
priority in state considerations should be the minimisation of violations of rights.
This is because, on the basis of Rawls' argument, an innocent man might still he
punished in order that a rampage of vengeful citizens might be prevented from
violating the rights of still more people. Nozick views the trading off of the rights of
the individual in the interests of the rights of the many as a utilitarianism of rights.

Nozick's position is immovable. People cannot be treated as anything other than
ends in themselves. The state and law must not violate the individual's rights, even
if it is to avert the violation of the rights of others. The side-constraint of all state
action is that the state's duty is primarily not to violate an individual's rights.
Nozick's argument is that the individual cannot. be forced into sacrificing his rights
for the community, even if as a free agent he might sacrifice himself for another.

However, Nozick's consideration of utilitarianism is on the basis of the automatic
assumption that it is not worth considering. Thus, his critique occasionally becomes
absurd in the extreme. He says, for example, that maximising the average utility
allows a person to kill everyone else if that would make him ecstatic, and so happier
than average.

His attention to social, rather than individual concerns, is evasive:

'The question of whether [never violating the individuals rights is an] ... absolute, or
whether [this principle] may be violated in order to avoid catastrophic moral horror,
and if the latter, what th resulting structure might look like, is one I hope largely to
avoid.'
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Nozjck's rejection of Utilitarianism is thus on the basis that individuals have
rights. What are these rights and how do they come about? The answer is that
people (1) have a right to liberty, (2) have a right to the fruits of their labour. One
person cannot have rights in another person. The function of the state is to Protect
the legitimate distribution of assets.

Liberty

No'.ick cites Locke's idealist state of nature, where every individual acts as he sees
fit, without leave or depen(lencv upon the will of another man. Such individuals
subscribe to the law of nature that no one ought to harm another in his lif, health,
liberty, or possessions. 'l'he function of the minimal state is thus to guarantee the
laws of nature with minimal interkrence with individual liberty.

Nozick does not explain why people have the right to liberty. If a person is free
to do as he chooses, then the question of rights has no real meaning. In a social
situation, a claim of right is to assert that:

1. What the right-holder claims is his right;
2. It is to be preferred against the Co unter_clijjii of another.

Nozick is therefore asserting that the right of freedom is a right that prefers the
individual's claim of freedom of action, against another's claim that he might restrict
that freedom. Yet is this not to contradict the freedom of another to act? If my
freedom to act in the way I choose is to be preferred to your freedom to choose to
restrict my action, do I not therefore assert that there are limitations on your
freedom of action? Th is would contradict the assertion that all people have the right
to act freely. This Nozick explicitly accepts by postulating that natural law states
that we cannot use our freedom of action to endanger the life, health or possessions
of another. The law is justified to compel obedience to these conditions.

']'his would seem to solve the problem. I-Iowevcr, if I have access to food and
you do not, yet I refuse it to you, do I not do as much harm as I would have (lone
had I stolen your food from you? Freedom in a social context depends oi l
absence of monopoly. We have seen that Nozick criticises the utilitarian on the
grounds that he would allow One man to kill everyone for the maximisation of his
pleasure. Yet Nozick would allow by default one man, in the name of his individual
liberty, to allow all others to starve!

The individual in society, or even in competition , is dependent on either the
compromise or weakness of his fellows for his own survival. Since Nozick rules out
physical Violence as in Violation of the rights of others, man is thrown back on the
distributive justice of his fellow 11en.

A further point to note is that a man may become comparatively freer in his
Opportunities, if he sacrifices his complete autonomy and co-operates with another.
In modern Society, the benefit of communal action is manifest. One man cannot in
Ills 

lifetime build all the things that he consumes or uses in his everyday life.
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However, neither can I enter into a voluntary transaction with all those from whom I
might benefit. Nozick seems to deny non-consensual, co-operative action. If the value
of a man's contribution to a particular goal is greater than the benefit that he, as an
individual, gets from the common pursuit of that goal, it would be wrong to force
him to engage in it. Yet people are unable to gauge the benefits that they get from
society in any direct way, and are not always the judge of their OWfl best interests.
Nozick simply views people's interests at their own concern. However, in a society
people's interests are interdependent. My well-being is not only my own concern,
but my family's, my employer's, and those people I am philanthropic towards. I am
an individual only because I have a discrete and valuable place in society.

Properly

The cry 'of' anarchists such as Proudhon and Kropotkin is that 'property is theft!'.
The basis of this is that, by asserting that I may have a sole right to an object or
commodity, I may be denying another what he needs. The true libertarian must
presuppose that no man has the right to deny another his liberty. A fundamental
precondition to liberty is that a person must he alive. Thus, a precondition of liberty
is the satisfaction of the basic needs of life. Basic commodities and means of survival
must be distributed not according to the means of acquisition, as Nozick suggests,.
but on the basis of the needs. Most libertarians therefbre assert that the right to
liberty determines that the individual has the right to the necessities of life, by
which he may obtain liberty. Noziek believes that the free market naturally will tend
to the satisfaction of needs. I-ic presupposes that riinimum needs are satisfied, so
that law should not interfere to ensure it.

Conclusion

I ukes says that Nozick fhils to appreciate the nature of the individual as a social
being. In terms of supplying us all to the problem of the nature of t he
legislators' duty, his theory simpl y endorses the rights of those who have alread y got
rights, lie endorses the inequalities in society oil 	 weak assertion that to interfere
would be to damage the rights of some in order to benefit those that have no rights.

22.3 Evaluation of Nozick's theory

Nozick's theory is interesting and a strong challenge to Rawls. It is not, however,
without its defects. What becomes clear from an evaluation of this topic is the close
_I:.,L:..	 h..... ... ............  relationship 1114L LII authors L4 LU currentIIL U I Lk.41	 ..	 major evaluative
in favour of Nozick is that many of his ideas are now the topic of intense political
debate both in this country and in the United States. In that light perhaps we ought
now to examine some of the main criticisms that have been made of his theory.
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Ile takes. rights as his starting point. The rights he takes arc of uncertain
pedigree: how are they derived, where do they Come from? There is a strong body
of opinion that denies the possibility of any objective rights, such as those Nozick
must contemplate. lie sees his rights as inherent, as natural. The idea of such rights
should be established (if it call 	 not assumed. Further, the choice of rights to
assume isa value-laden process; NOW not include a right to welfare and help from
others? Or, to put it another wa y , wh y limit the 'moral landscape' to just rights?
Wh y not have duties as well, to assist others in need?

The argument from rights to .I 	 state is not without its problems either.
Particularly, at one stage, the dominant protective association prohibits the use by
independents of their own rights-enforcement procedures, at least unless those
procedures have beeii vetted and fnind acceptable. Surely this involves a strong
iOkitO)i1 of the independent's rights to) protect himself, which is not properly

compensated for even by membership of the dominant agency? And wouldn't this
compensation be free, resulting in onl y some people paving for the services?Ill 	 case, it is not clear that the dominant agency idea would work out as
Nozick thinks. Might not the strong people in -I 	 think that the only
opposition or problem will be from other strong people, and therefore form an
organisation with them? It would be cheaper for all concerned if weak people were
not allowed to join, and prohibiting their own cnfbrccmcnt would not be necessary,
because it is not to be 6arcd (since they are weak). Doesn't the state idea therefore
include some clement of compassion for the weak?

Oil 	 other hand, assuming that we get to a minimal state, does not practical
sense require even the right and strong to accept a greater state? Assume you are
rich and strong now, and tomorrow you are robbed, or lose all your money on a
business deal, or are knocked down and paralysed. And don't most people grow old
and infirm? Isn't it practically minded to accept and agree to pay for a state which
will provide a safety net in case such things happen to you, or your family and
friends?

Lukes argues that Nozick has an unreal conception of the relationship between
the individual and the society, to the extent that he has excluded what for Lukes is
the ever growing role of the state. Lukes further maintains that the central flaw in
Nozick's arguments is 'the abstractness of the individualism they presuppose'. Lukes
maintains that it is not possible to divorce all 	 from his society.

Hart, not surprisingly, takes issue with Nozick's theory. He maintains that
Nozick's assault oil is paradoxical as it shows that he is unwilling to
disturb the exisiting pattern of distribution. Hart further takes exception to Nozick's
likening of taxation for the sake of redistribution of wealth to slavery, which is so
rooted in Nozick's belief in the absolutely inviolable character of property rights.
Hart maintains that one is talking of two different types of burden. Man is free to
decide whether to work, what work and how much work to do; a slave is not so free.
Hart would speculate whether rights which are derived from human interests and
needs could outweigh property rights.
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Lloyd and Freeman are unsure as to how Nozick's minimal state would emerge
from the state of nature without infringing individual rights. They say that Nozick
does not adequately explain this. Furthermore they maintain that Nozick leaves
many questions unanswered and makes a number of assumptions which do not stand
up to examination, not least the point of where do people get their rights from? Is
this historical, some initial act of appropriation which then confers unlimited rights

of USC and disposition?
Nozick's rejection of welfare rights neglects the interests of the weak. Nozick's

view of the assistance to the weak is privatisation of philanthropy. The matter is
essentially one of private charity, a view echoed by one British government minister
following the recent cutting of the upper tax levels, when it was suggested that some
of the money handed back to those taxpayers ought to go to private charity. Human
dignity and the receipt of charity are not clearly compatible.
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Ronald Dworkin's Theory of Justice

23. 1 Liberalism's'S foundations

23.2 Liberalism and personal ethics

23.3 Our personal ethics

214 Justice and personal ethics

23.5 I;ValIiatjon

23.1 Li bcral j sin's foundatjos

In Chapter 7 we have considered in detail I )workin's scheme of equality of
resources. We have seen that it is guided b y the important foundational -
hunianjstjc principle that people should be treated as equals. 

Rut we have also
seen that there is a need fbr a fully worked out division between the public and
private r

esponsibilities of people. We have seen that distinction worked out byD workin in a number of different contexts. It is inherent 
in his rejection, in theideal world, of utilitarianism, even of the egalitari

o	 an sort. l)workin develops the ideaf the division in an attack oil 	 contractirij ii account of liberalism in his 'Fanner
lectures of 1990. But it is necessary, first, to understand what is the substance of
recent debates ()It 	 justifications fr liberalism , and second, to Understand ( li enature and significance of the contractariin approach.

J)workjn's own liberal theory is best understood by considering his distinction
between what he calls 'discontinuity' and 'continuity' theories of the foundations ofliberalisni The contractarian theory just described is a discontinuity theory. Thed i scontinuity is between a person's personal ethics what Dworkin describes as 'first
person' ethics, or 'well-being' - and 'third person' ethics,
contractiri	 or 'morality'. Thus,

.in theories allow for first person ethics to provide the justification fir the
existence of the contract, and for third person ethics to be justified onl y by referenceto the contract itself.

Dworkin says that the paradigm for a social contract theory is an ordinary
commercial contract There are different personal reasons wh y we might enter intosuch a contract but the rights and duties are establishe d not by those reasons but bythe contract itself. It means that the contract acts as an artificial social constructfrom which rights and duties flow.

308
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Dworkin cites Rawls as having the most sophisticated version of the Continuity
strategy. Rawis'. view is that the basis of liberalism must be sought in an
'overlapping, consensus' among different comprehensive ethical views. In other
words, at the basis of liberal political principles could only be a shared assumption
that these were required in order to provide for co-operation in society where there
were different ethical views. Such liberal principles are not, as Rawls has said, to be
thought of as a mere modus vivendi, that is, as necessary to ensure self-interest, hut
as a moral basis for liberalism. People should come to see that the liberal principles
connect to each person's different moral interest.

But the rights and obligations that people have, under Rawls' scheme, derive
from a perspective that is not personal, because it is fiunded in the idea that people
of . different convictions about personal ethics should endorse liberal perspectives for
reasons other than those to he found in their personal ethics. That, at least, Rawls is
clear about: that the political principles of liberalism are not to he drawn from any
comprehensive theory.

23.2 Liberalism and personal ethics

l)workin's project, on the other hand, is to make a bridge between personal and
political ethics, so that ethics is part of liberalism's foundations. He agrees that the
lcrsoI1i perspective is everything the liberal political perspective is not. We are not
neutral and impartial, as liberalism claims the state should he, but committed and
attached.

The distinction between the continuity and, discontinuity strategies is helpful. It
serves to distinguish the theories I mentioned earlier. What is the status of the
confused argument for liberalism from the basis of the supposed subjectivity of".
moral judgments? It purported to derive neutral principles from the nature of moral
argument itself. Put at its best, buried in its premises is a proposition about mutual
respect: since I can no more prove my moral assertions to be true than you can, our
moral assertions shall have equal weight. If this is so, then it is a continuit y theory.

But another interpretation might find tolerance to rest upon sell-interest. We
could say that because of the non-provability of moral propositions, we should deal
with others at arm's length to ensure that they keep at arm's length fioiii us. That
interpretation makes out the connection between one's personal ethics and the
political perspective to be discontinuous.

What about the hippy liberalism to which I referred? That clearly is it

theory because it requires you to adopt as part of your personal ethics the personal
ethics of everyone. That is why it is confused. Nevertheless, its strategy is to
encourage everyone to extreme tolerance through the development of each person's
personal ethics.

Raz's theory is a continuity theory, too. The political perspective is defined b y a
personal ethics which places very great weight upon the principle of personal
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autonomy. That principle must he endorsed by the state in the form of tolerance of a
plurality of difThrent exercises of personal autonomy. In other words, state tolerance
follows from a personal ethics placing great importance on personal autonomy.

The appeal of I/bert, lisp,,

Let us now examine 1)workin's continuity Version O f liberalism which, fr thepolitical sphere, he calls 'political equality'. Dworkin says that there are three major
problems which any theory of liberalism will have to face, those of the visionary
apl)eal such theories should have, the promise they have of attracting a consensus
about them and, in particular, what he calls their 'categorical force'.

These problems arise from the diffIcult problem in liberalism of drawing a line
bet veen the personal and political perspectives In the first place, since it is 

flre111:e1/on I he idea of people having (lifferent views in their personal ethics, on wh.it
Constitutes the good lifi. and personal well-being, how can any such theory hope to
have either visionary appeal or consensual Promise?

At first sight, the premise of difference Seems to den y the Possibility of , peoplebeing equally struck hvan equality Vision of the future. What appeals to one
Person's personal convictions will no! appeal to another. Further, if that is the case,
what is tile hope fbr being able to attract a consensus about the idea? Dworkin goes
so far as to say that it is unrealisti
consensus Vet.	 c to suppose that political liberalism can gain a

There is a particular problem in the idea of the categorical force of political
liberalism. From what basis ean we claim justification for the moral strength of the
principles? If people have difkrent ethical views, views which may be partial and
committed to different fbrms of lif, how can independent moral force be accorded
to the neutral and impartial liberal principles?

'I'hese three questions, concerning visionary appeal, consensus and categorical
force, usefully throw into relief the difference letsveen the continuity and
discontinuity strategies. Take, for example, the Visionary appeal of a discontin tiit v
theory. Since it assumes (lifferent ethical views, it is difficult to see what visionary
force it can have. Its appeal is not supposed to lie in any person's particular personal
ethical perspective. In what, then? The best will be
'	 in some idea, such as Rawls', of
mutual respect and co-operation' but, as I have already pointed out, that idea is

only hopefully something beyond self-interest (and self-interest, we assume, is not
the same as personal ethics).

A similar problem arises with categorical force. From what moral perspective
does this come? The short of it is that no one is going to accept as binding upon
him a Proposition which is not part of his personal ethical perspective. Thediscontinuity strategy assumes different ethical perspectives so that the categorical
force can only arise from the contract. Here we can return to the paradigm of the
ordinary commercial contract, in which the rights and duties flow from the contract
and not the personal perspectives of the parties.
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Dworkin claims that it is an 'insane' theory that there was ever actually a contract
between citizens to form a state. No obligations of the commercial contract sort arise
in advance of the contract coming into existence, not even where such a contract is
clearly about to he made. The categorical force, then, of discontinuity theories
cannot he located within the structure from which the rights and duties are
supposed to flow. The discontinuity theory fails, because it cannot account
adequately fbr the three features which he, reasonably, says are necessary for a
successful liberal political theory. But what about the continuity theory? This fares
much better on visionary appeal and categorical force. Both are derived from the
personal ethical perspective, so that a person can he called upon to endorse from his
own perspective the political structure proposed. There is no need to Pr;1Y aid from
an intermediate stage similar to the commercial contract.

Of course, many will have difficulty with this idea in Dworkin, because of the
supposed problem of objectivity. What hope is there, ever, that the categorical force
fr liberal principles can arise from personal ethical perspectives? Perhaps moral
views are too radically different for the continuity project to be successful.

There are two ways in which we might take this objection. First, it could merely
express the simple view that moral argument, sa y , about the categorical frce of
political principles of liberalism, will always be controversial, But, for Dworkin, lack
of demonstration of truth is not an obstacle to moral argument (see Chapter 25, on
the 'one right answer' thesis).

But second, it could express a more complex view that the controvers y is such

that arc,'uiiient is not possible, that the incompatibility is of a nature that not even
modes of argument are shared. This view may be that of' people who talk of the
presence of irreconcilable conflicts (a 'contradiction' of principles, as opposed to
'competition') in society. They mean that conflicts exist which are simpl y not
resolvable. This view is more sophisticated than the 'subjectivist' view, because it
can allow fir moral controversy, but asserts that, in some societies, the controversy
can be irresolviobl y deep, where arguments necessaril y pass one another.

So, the situation remains, for Dworkin, one where there is the possibilit y of
argument, and the categorical force of' the political liberal principles will spring
directl y from the (right) personal ethical perspective. It is not an argument against
ibis view that people might disagree, therekwe. To point to that fict that people a,,!/
disagree is merely, in his view, to make a statement of' the sociolo gy of' moral

argument.

'l'/ze categorical force of liberalism

But how can categorical lirce derive from the personal ethical perspective really?
After all, our personal perspective is coloured, as Dworkin points out, b y ideas of

partiality and attachment, not the ideas of impartiality and detachment required in
political liberal principles. It was, in fact, this apparent contradiction which, in his
view, sent the contractarians to formulate their discontinuity strategy.
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It is instructive to look at two ways of' answering this question, each of which
Dworkin believes to be unsatisfactory. One is that we could, using the idea commonin political philosophy , say that in matters of state, the 'right' takes priority over the
'good'. In other words, perhaps in politics where, as Dworkin says, 'the stakes are
higher', morality should begiven exclusive force over personal well-being.

But he does not think this argument is sufficient. It is no more than all
because it offers no independent reason why moral
t	 ity should have sovereign fi)rce inhe Political sphere. Particularly, he sa ys, the ideas of personal well-being and
morality are not independent. The idea of fairness, fbr example, allows partiality
towards friends and family, so that within the idea of fiirness, as it were, is the idea
that friends and lam il y are important

So there may he ,i bridge between the sorts of principles he wishes to endorse at
the political level, and the personal ethical perspective i'he Connection requires 

itdeeper anal ysis of the relationship between fIirness, justice and impartiality, on the
one hand, and the personal perspective, vli ich Dworkin later gives. But it is not
enough, lie thinks, simply to insist that, in the political sphere, the right takes priority.

23.3 Our Personal ethics

Dworkin claims that a person should be free to use his resources as he wishes. In
other words, a genuine understanding of treating people as equals (the 'principle of
abstraction' operating through the 'bridge principle') means that invasions of liberty
are invasions of equality as well. Of course, invasions of liberty will be justified
where that is necessary to protect an egalitarian distribution of resources and will
include, for example, the protection of personal security. Invasion of personal liberty
on other grounds, such as intervention to influence private sexual behaviour, will not
be justified, however.

The political equality implied by equality' of resourcçs means that only equality of
'Outcome' is justified, not equality of 'impact'. It follows, say's Dworkin, that
democracy is defined by outcome as well as by other things flowing from the
worthwhile life, I Ic sees political activity as flowing naturally from personal moral
experience and this idea is his answer to the charge that his theory lacks the
dimension of community Democracy means more than just the fbrrnal opportunity
to vote. It requires the much richer i
commitment and debate.	

dea ()t'politics as a theatre of moral

The idea of our 'critical' well-being

Dworkin claims that what is important about one's life is constituted not by' what
one n'anls, what lie calls 'volitional well-being', but b y one's 'critical well-being'. The
difference is this. 'Critical well-being' is what you should want as opposed to what
you actually want, which is 'volitional well-being'. The idea of the satisfaction of
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wants, such as pleasure, is too unstructured and insufficiently complex to explain the
judgments we make about what is good in life.

Dworkin's analysis here is obvious. We do not think that what is worthwhile is
constituted by simple want satisfactions of whatever kind. As he says, your life is not
better because certain of your wants, such as being able to sail better, are satisfied,
or your life is not worse because you suffered in the dentist's chair. There are some
wants, however, which do matter for your life in the relevant way . Dworkin suggests
one such as wanting to have a better relationship with your family. And the only way,
to distinguish between those wants that are important and those that are not is by
abandoning the simple idea of want satisfaction, or 'volitional well-being', as
constituting what is important.

Dworkin does not think that this distinction commits him to a distinction
between 'subjective' and 'objective' wants. Clearly, it does not, even granted the
general unease his methodology has about the meaning of that distinction. Rut, to
employ the terminology, 'subjectively' I can distinguish between those wants I have
that express volitional interests and those that express critical interests. l)workin's
distinction is only a graphic wa y of distinguishing between what I consider
important and what I do not.

Tue good life constituted by pcijrmancc

We can be agreed, then, that what is important to a person's life is what is
important as judged from the perspective of that person. Dworkin goes oil draw
some very, useful distinctions. First, he distinguishes between the 'product' value of
a lit, measured by what that life produces, and a lifi.'s 'performance' value,
measured by how a life is lived. A life of good product value would be something
like Mozart's life, because he produced great works of music, or Alexander
Fleming's life, because he discovered penicillin.

A life of good performance value, on the other hand, would be one where a
person responds to his circumstances in, as Dworkin sa ys, an 'appropriate' way. We
can see what lie means. A composer might live a life both of performance and
product value. We might say that his lik, lived as a l)c formance, achieves value from
the way he lives it, quite apart froni a judgment that what lie produced is of value.

lniploying the idea of critical well-being, Dworkin now sa ys that idea makes
most sense only on a judgment about the performance value of a life. If we only
judged lives according to their product value, as he says, most of our lives would be
'pun y ' compared, say, to that of Mozart or Fleming. Under the performance model,
however, the response to life is parametered b y each person's particular capacities.
l'hc goodness of a life is not judged in the shade of that life's, 'product' but in terms
of how it has been lived. Under this account of critical well-being, the brilliant
person produces something better than I do, but the value in his life is measured
against his response to his circumstances. You can see that here Dworkin is drawing
upon the same sort of argument that led him to devise a tax on talents. At root, it
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strikes at rewarding people fbr what is merely a matter of luck. It is true, of course,
to the liberal tradition of regarding this sort of desert as having no place in the
distribution of resources.

The parame1c,c oJ 1/ic i'ootl 1,j

What is the role of endorsement of what is of value in your lifi? Dworkiti suggests
that the important idea for critical well-being is that the good life is one that you
endorse. Further, it does not make terribly good sense to say that your lifie has value
Without endorsement, because the good life is one that is constituted by your doing
what you criticall y believe you ought to be doing. In other words, endorsement is
'const i tutive' of leading it

	

life.

What would be an alternative? Dworkin suggests that endorsement could have
value in its being 'additive' to whatever else is of value in -.I critical life. But, as you
can see from my previous argument, that idea is going to have very little value on
the performance model if, indeed, it has any meaning at all. Dworkin says the
additive view firs the product model much better. A person who values what he has
produced has additional value in his lik, thereby, than someone who does not.

The idea appears bizarre for the product model. Dworkin drops it, by reason of

his preference ftr the performance model. Let us say that Mozart's life is better for
his having endorsed his products, as it were, than if he had merel y produced the
works for money and not thought of them as otherwise worth doing. Does that make
much sense? I )ocs it reall y make any difference to the value we place on Mozart's
lik whether he valued what he produced?

Perhaps it is another way of saying that the 'added' value could onl y come from
Judging a life b y its own internal convictions, which is to confirm I )workin's analysis
of the perfbrmance model. lie gives the example of Alexander I'leming's janitor Who
disobeys his instructions and omits to throw away the mould y Culture dish from
which Fleming later discovered penicillin. Fleming's janitor's lik had Product value.
Would it make the slightest hit of difkrence that he had endorsed his breach of duty?

23.4 Justice and personal ethics

Now we collie to the conclusion of I )workin's lengthy discussion of philosophical
ethics. Do ve say that a person's uk is critically good measured against the
resources he actuall y has? No. We can sa y that ;I lik was not a good one

.1 ,151 because he /,a1 too f;v resources. i lere is the nub of the argument. It is now clear
where Dworkin is going:

• . the best life for a particular person, we might say, is the best life he can lead with the
resources that ought to he at his disposal according to the best theory of distributive
justice'.
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This is an arresting conclusion. It means that justice enters ethics by limiting the
amount of resources a person can have to live a good life because, you will
remember, the measure of equality of resources is its true cost to other people.
Dworkin claims here that there is in this idea a shadow of Plato's claim that justice
is always in a person's interests.

What is congenial about l)workin's conclusion is that the answer to the question
of whether I have lived ;I life ties the question of' the ideal performance of my
life to that of justice. For example, I cannot regret not having done well at politics if
it is clear that I could only have done so had I had all amount of resources.
Or, sa ys Dworkin, I cannot be (rightly) pleased b y having lived well despite my
having had only a l):iUPer's share of resources.

23.5 Evaluation

We are now in .I to see the connection between personal ethics and the
claims of liberal equality. Justice enters the personal sphere because it sets the
parameters of that sphere. Our own ethical lif'c is coloured by the justice of the
distribution of freedoms, particularly in the area of resources. Crudely, I cannot
escape the effect justice has on my own ethical life, measured as a matter of critical
performance and from my own point of view. Justice and my personal ethics cannot
be separated. That means that a proper concern for my own personal ethical life
must lead mc to a proper concern for the just distribution of freedoms in the
community. The continuous link between personal ethics and the political structure
is, in I)workin's view, thereby established.

It may he instructive to see how fir this conclusion departs from the
contractarian line which Dworkin sees himself attacking. Let us go back to what he
sees as the paradigm of the contractarian argument, which is the ordinary
commercial Contract. The contractarian line says that the rights and duties arising
under the contract are independent of the personal ethics of each part) , . That is how
the contractarian justifies the neutralit y of political liberalism without any
inconsistency with personal ethics.

But, if we are to employ the metaphor of a contract, and it is no more than a
iiietaphor, then we can see that it only makes sense to talk of contracts if we endorse the
institution of contract-making and con tract-en forcement. We see the ethical sense of
them. (We need not. We can claim that contracts are merely institutions which in the long
run filfil our non-ethical self-interest.) In other words, it is not too difficult to give
personal ethical justification to the contract's neutral way of distributing rights and duties.

These remarks are not critical of I)workin's project. I us attack is against a line of
specific contractarian thinking that really does regard the line between personal ethics
and political liberalism as genuinely discontinuous. Despite his generous efforts to
make the best sense of Rawls' idea of an 'overlapping consensus', in looking for an
interpretive account of justice 'deeply embedded' in a pluralistic community,
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Dworkin does not succeed in rescuing him. Simply, the way Dworkin denies the
contractarian line is to sa y that the contract can only make sense seen as a striking
way of showing that the sense of justice which sets the limits to our personal ethical
convictions is the same sense which orders the principles of liberal equality.
i)workin's theor y appears to be the univ one at present touching these (Jeep issues.
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24.1 Introduction to precedent

The judge has two tasks. I-Ic must resolve the dispute before him and he must reach
his decision by re6.rence to sonic impartial rule of law. One of the most obvious
aspects of fhrmal justice is that all cases should be treated alike; one of the
commonest and most noteworthy features of man y hiinian institutions (clubs,
societies, companies, etc, as well as states) is the tendency to repeat earlier practice
and follow earlier patterns. For these and other reasons, most legal systems have
developed a system of precedent, including the use of past decisions as a guide to
present decision. A moment's thought by any student of English law should bring
scores of decisions based on precedents to mind.

As we shall see, though, the English system - the common law system - in fact
uses precedent in a slightly different way from civil law systems. In England,
precedents of an appropriate authority not only guide decisions in later cases, but
l)ilid the judges in those later cases: within the given hierarchical structure, a judge
in an inferior court may obey the decision of a higher court on the same point. This
is the doctrine of stare decisis.

319
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Any system using precedents will require a method of keeping them in an
acceptable and accessible form; this need for law reports is obviously greater where
precedents are law (since they bind later decisions, they are actual law, and not just
guides to what the law is). In the start' (let-Isis based system there will also need to be
a defined hierarchy, and an established way of working out what part of an earlier
case is binding: we call this the ratio ili'c,tle,itli (reason fir deciding).

In the following sections, we look at the doctrine of start' decisis and how, if' at all,
it differs from the civil law use of precedent; the flexibility introduced into stare
decisis in various wa ys (including all anal ysis of the problems involved in identifying
the meaning of ratio ileculciuli); and the present l'nglish rules on precedent and stare
dt'ciis.

24.2 Stare Ilecisis ill

From the Latin  stare detisis ci ,ioii i//i/eta marere: the doctrine of stare decisis lays
down that decisions of sul)erior courts bind the lower courts in later cases. The
exact details will be discussed in l)ar1g1')h 24.4. The courts fall into a hierarchy,
House of Lords (Ill.), (:mirt of' Appeal (CA), Divisional Court (1)C), judges of the
1-ugh Court (11C) and so on, with the l';uroj)cill) Court of' Justice (EGJ) thrown in
for good measure.

'l'his doctrine is the result of a combination of historical factors, really beyond
our scope. One necessar y factor, as was noted in the introduction, is ;I

system of law reporting. From the Year Books onwards, law reporting in England
has been a developing and now integral part of our court svsteni. 'I'lie private
collections of law reports (fuir exanhl)ie, Cokes) gave way in the nineteenth century to
the reports of the Incorporated Council of' Law Reporting whose reports remain the
most authoritative (since the y are checked b y the judges), although still unofficial.
There are man y other series: reports ill 	 Times each day, the weekl y All England
Lao' Reports and the JJ'i'd'/)' l,iiw Reports (published b y the council in addition to
their main series), and man y others. 'l'lie computer revolution has made possible the
storage of details of' man y more cases; the III, has recently disapproved some of' the
consequences in terms of increasing citations of' cases from computer records.

Past cases	 once the ratio is determined above - bind. This distinguishes the
English doctrine of stare decisis from the treatment of precedent in civil law
countries, and even in sonic common law countries. III 	 law countries, past
decisions are not binding, but iiicrelv persuasive, with the strength of' persuasion
depending oil authority of court and judge; in some common law countries, for
example, the United States, the stare decisis doctrine is not applied as rigidly as in
England. Several factors play a part in this distinction. In both the United States
and France, for instance, the court structure is not as strictl y hierarchical as in
England, with man y , particularly state and district courts, of concurrent jurisdiction
with no authorit y over one another. Further, the basis of French and other civil law
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is a code: past decisions must always be justified on the basis of the code, and its
wording can always provide a justification for not following past cases. Similarly,
with US Supreme Court decisions on the Constitution; the Supreme Court's role as
the arbiter of that document mitigates against strict stare decisis, and many of its
landmark decisions (for example, Brown v Board of Education (1954) outlawing
segregation in schools) are in fact reversals of earlier rulings.

The mode of reporting and of giving judgments in France also works against the
English model. Judgments tend to be pithy statements, frequentl y only on the facts;
they are often accompanied in the reports b y influential commentary on the case and
its effects by jurists. This tends to decrease the role of the judgments, and increase
the importance of the learned writings, in discovering what the law is.

In any case, the differences between France, for example, and l;tghind in this
respect can be over-estimated. While the code is the last word, it is - just as English
statutes are often uncertain or vague, and it is the decisions of the courts which
make the detailed law. A set of decisions pointing the way will, in France, be quite
settled; in England, one decision on a particular point may be binding on lower
courts, but certainly not on upper courts. Also, the authority of the French Cour de
Cassation is such that its decisions are almost always final.

In marginal cases, there is a difference: even a long series of cases does not fully
bind a French judge, and particular precedents considered incorrect or out of date
or unjust can he overruled or not followed without fear of criticism by higher courts,
and without some of the devices (such as distinguishing) we discuss in relation to
our own system in paragraph 24.3 below.

Does the doctrine of stare decisis have a valLW over and above the ordinary
precedent system? The advantages held by the latter are certainty (to enable people's
affairs to be arranged and conducted within a known legal framework), uniformity
(like cases treated alike) and logic (fields of law developing harmoniously), mixed
with a degree of flexibility to prevent injustice. The ordinary system sacrifices a
degree of the certainty, uniformity and logic of the stare decisis system for the benefit
of slightly increased flexibility and, hopefully, decreased injustice.

Think about the two options, bearing in mind the various tones of flexibility
introduced into the stare decis:s system. Is either option clearl y the better one?

24.3 Stare decisis in practice: flexibility

The bald statement of the stare decisis doctrine makes it appear rigid and inflexible.
In fact, in practice, judges do have a wide measure of flexibility and movement. If a
judge does not want to follow a particular precedent, there are several techniques or
devices he can use to avoid it: such avoidance is not always possible, but it
frequently is.

One factor a judge always has to weigh up is the authority of the report itself and
Of the court. Present sets of reports are generally considered accurate (although the
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councils reports are the most acceptable, as they have been checked by the judge),
but earlier private sets of reports were not complete, and are of var ying quality:
Coke's, fr example, are thought to be of high qualit y . Since the hierarch y is so
important, a judge must always decide if he is hound b y the cited decision or if it is
just persuasive. if it is just persuasive (Privy Council, lower courts, other judges of
the I ugh Court perhaps, foreign judgments), the judge must weigh how much
persuasive authority it has (Priv y Council judgments, for instance, since they arc
formally given by liouse of Lords members, are very persuasive).

A judge must then decide which parts of the earlier case actually bind him, lie
must distinguish the ratio ilceidenil, of the earlier case from the obiter dicta in it
(which (10 not hind him); and this distinction is one of the major sources of
flexibility. While any student will quite happily expound on the ratio of a past case,
and he prepared to inform a judge of exactl y the extent to which he is hound, in
fact the actual definition of 'a ratio /ecu/endi is uncertain: and frequently it is difficult
fr :I to identify the correct ratio, Is there an y definition of ratio deeidendi
that adequately captures judicial practice?

DeJinitio,, oJ' ratio decidend i

'l'lic traditional view of ratio is that it is the rule of' law enunciated by the judge to
the extent that it is necessar y fbr the decision of' the case. Even if we (10 think that
the judge's expressions of' relevant law are the ratio, this definition is not practically
very usef'ul: the important quest ion is, what part of the judgment is relevant? In
/)onoi,'/iue v Stevenson (1932) was Lord Atkin's neighbour principle relevant and
necessary, or just the narrower principle relating to nianuficturers liabilit y ? Also,
what if' the judge does not state the law, but just decides the case befire him? In any
case, the statements of' the judge are nut always considered to be correct statements
Of' the ratio when considered in later cases: it is not thought doctrinally incorrect to
sa y the case really decided N, even if' the judge said V.

If we reject the traditional view, we find no shortage of suggested alternatives to
take its place. Wailbaugh proposes a reversal test: if' the reverse of' the proposition
would have led to a difiireiit decision in the case, that is the 1(1110, However, that
does not help us distinguish between the two statements of principle in /)o,io,i,'/iue
(since it is not clear for which of' them the \Vallbaugh test is true), nor between
them and general statements such as, there is a tort of' negligence, niantificturers can
be liable fr negligence, and so on. The reversal test can tell us what is noi the ratio,
but cannot help its work out what is.

Others will argue that one should tr y to find the underl y ing principles. At what
level of' generalit y? Also, it is' acceptable to reject the principle of' a case
like I)ol:og/,ue (the neighbour principle, perhaps?) while considering the case to be
correct on it ground (the manufieturers' liabilit y ). The underlying
principles test is too vague. Two other tests, which we can quickl y reject as being
contrar y to our experience of' how judges work, are those of' Lord Iialshury in Quint,
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v Leathan: ( 1901), that a case is only authority for the order made on those facts
(this seems far too narrow to capture the width given to the ratio :es of past cases),
and of Lord Devlin, that the ratio is the reason for the decision which the judge
wishes to be the source of precedent. (Is it then incorrect to say that a case is a
precedent and binding in a way the judge never intended?)

(A definition whichjias_carried much persuasive weight is that of Professor
Gd6dhart, for w tçrajLo_isthcdccision based oil facts treated as material -
byjqdge (he was particularly concerned to move awa y from treatment of the
ratio as the judge's statements of law). A judge views certain flicts, explicitly and
implicitly, as material: his decision on those facts is the binding ratio. This view is
interesting, and expounded at length b y Goodhart (see Lloyd and Freeman's
Introduction to Jurisprudence); but some problems do arise. It is often difficult to tell
which facts the judge implicitly takes into account, and c.v post flicto any
interpretations thereof may well be wrong; while there is always the prolileni of
being tied to the facts the judge found as material.

The approach of Professor Stone is illuminating, lie maintains that there is not a
unique ratio of a case, but rather a choice of iwizones available for later judges to
choose from. Stone identifies two possible raliones, the descriptive and the
prescriptive. This, it is submitted, is a good explanation of the nature of the
common law system. The descriptive ratio is ascertainable from the decision once
given, but the prescriptive ratio is how a subsequent court treats the earlier decision.
In Evans v Triplex Safety Glass Co Ltd ( 1936) where a windscreen smashed and
caused injury to the driver of the vehicle, the court - bound by Donoghue - held

that the ratio of Donoghue was that a duty of care arose only when there was no
possibility of interference with the product between the time it left the manufacturer
and the time the loss wag caused. ']'Ile court held that there was such a possibilit y in

Evans and so the plaintiff would not recover. The view of Donoghue stated in Evans
was the prescriptive ratio of Donoghue. Dias goes slightly further, and suggests that
the ratio should be viewed in a continuing time framework, as the interpretation of
the case given by later judges. These views help us to understand a central lature
of the stare decisis precedent system, that it is important to see how cases are treated
in later cases to discover for what they are taken as authority: in Donoghue, the
example we have been citing, it is clear that it is authorit y in 1988 for the neighbour
principle.

However, the Stone, or Dias, view does not provide us with a definition which
explains how the judge decides what the ratio of a previous case is: in the case of
negligence immediately following Donoghue a judge had to decide what its ratio was.
Knowing that there were several for him to pick from (Stone) and that the full
import of the case would not be known until after the series of decisions (Dias)
doesn't make it easier for us to understand the use of Donoghue made by that next

case judge.
Montrose has stated that the argument is essentially one of a terminological

nature. 1-us purpose was to reassert the strength of the common law tradition. I-Ic
seeks the meaning of the ratio and identifies three possibilities:
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I. the rule of law to he found in the actual opinion of the judge forming the basis
of his decision - this is the meaning that Montrose preferred;

2. the rule of law for which the case is binding authority;
3. any reason which ultimately brings about the decision - essentiall y this relates to

the reasons for the ratio.

Does this really take us much further?

No definition of ratio dccidendj
We must in fact admit failure: no one has yet adequately defined ratio decidendi. A
judge looks for the principle of law as applied to facts that appears to him to be
appropriate, and takes that as the ratio, and we call no more precise than that.
We can close our discussion of ratio by looking briefly at wh y it might he difficult to
identify that principle in particular cases; several obvious reasons spring to mind.
Judges do not always explain themselves properly; they often give several different
reasons for a decision. Sometimes the actual decision may follow as an exception to a
field or rule expressly considered in detail (fir example, iledley Byrne v Heller
(1964), where the 1-louse of Lords laid down :I rule oil mis-statements
but decided the case on an exception to the rule, viz the bank's disclaimer), and
even sometimes the decision may not seem to fbllow from the reasoning. In cases
with more than one judge, all saying difkrent things, working out the ratio can be
impossible. III case from the US Supreme Court, (Iniversily o/ Ga/ijirnia iWet/:ca/
School v Bakke, the ratio is said to be the decision of one Of nine judges. This
justice, Powell, agreed with four justices on one point, and the other fiur justices on
another. The accepted ratio is thus one with which eight of the nine justices would
not agree. When you add to these uncertainties the problems of later decisions,
choosing one possible ratio (as per Stone), and later courts having to decide on a
series of cases in this way, the coiiplexities of discovering rota; decidendi become
apparent!

It is possible that a case will have no ascertainable ratio at all. This, according to
de Smith, Constitutional Law, is the case with Nissa,, N, Am) rney-Genorizl (1970) 
concerning :I fir damages caused b y British troops billeted iii a C y prus hotel
%%-here  the judges in the I louse of Lords all gave separate reasons fir their decision.
The case of harper v National Coal Board (1974) shows ;I 	 difficult y . This
was a decision of the House of Lords in which by ;I 	 the decision went one
wa y and the reasons went the other way!

'hose parts of a judgment which arc not the ;a/? ai ailed o/',tc'r dicta. these
parts - of however high a court or respected a judge are like the decisions of lower
courts, Privy Council (PC), fbrcign courts, etc: merel y persuasive. Some, especially
1 louse of Lords, dicta are treated as near binding the statement of principle in
liedley Byrne for example, and the CA discussion of precedent rules in Young v
Bristol Aeroplane (1944). Man y dicta are ignored or expressl y contradicted (just as
many non-binding cases are not followed).
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Flexibility, so far, has entered the stare decisis doctrine via authority of court or
report, via choice of what is the ratio - because it is much in doubt, of course, it
almost goes without saying that later judges have flexibility in choosing what it is -
and in disregarding or accepting dicta. Judges can even avoid a case that is binding
on them by a device known as distinguishing; that is, taking it as not covering the
facts of the present case. Obviousl y the choice of ratio is important to this process:
choosing the relevant ficts for the ratio at a different level of generality, or
suggesting that facts in the previous case which (10 not appear in the present case
were material to the decision. All law students can remember instances of this, and
also instances of cases where earlier decisions have been treated as authority onl y on
their own particular facts. In these wa ys, judges can distinguish past cases, and limit
their precedent effect.

The doctrine of stare decisis appears fixed and settled; in practice it is  flexible
weapon in the hands of a judge. A core area of fixed law is surrounded by a fringe
area in which judges, b y distinguishing, approving and following past cases, steadily
develop the law.

24.4 The rules of precedent

It would he appropriate for general background information to include here a
summary of the rules of precedent as they appl y in each of the main courts in this
jurisdiction.

The House of Lords

The Practice Statement adopted by the I louse in 1966 changed the previotis practice
of the House of Lords, laid down in London 7 'ralnwa)'s Co v London County Council

1898). The previous rule was that the I louse of' Lords would not depart from its
previous decisions under any circumstances; the 1966 Practice Statement stated that
they would do in future if it was right to do so. Their Lordships remained aware of
the importance of' certainty in the law (particularly in relation to contractual etc
arrangements and criminal law), but strict obedience to past decisions could cause
injustice and restrict development of the law.

Some surprise has been voiced that this change was made in a Practice Direction.
However, rules of precedent do not form part of' the ratio (nor (10 rules of' statutor
interpretation, see below) of cases, and are just judicial practice.

A more interesting question is whether the I louse of Lords should have changed
the rules. It seems to me that the Practice Statement was a good thing, allowing the
House of Lords [0 be honest in their treatment of past authorities now felt to be
unsatisfactory. Rather than distiiiguishing, they call overrule. Certaint y is•'1
virtue, but one that can be over-indulged in.
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The /'ratie S'iaienieni has been directly used less than -,I dozen times in the last
twenty-two years: Miluingos v Frank (1976), overruling Re United I?ailn 'ays of
I/avant: and Rei,'la Warehouses (1961); and ex park Ahzera and Khawaja (1984),
overruling ex pane Zainir (1980), are two of the examples.

Tv the Court of Appeal hound I )I the House of Lords?

Recentl y the Court of Appeal has attempted to free itself of I louse of Lords'
dominance in relation to I louse of Lords' cases it finds unacceptable. In Cassell v
IITOOFIIC (1972), the Court of Appeal said that the 1 louse of Lords' decision fit

V Barnard (1964) was arrived at per incuriain (that is, without citation of' relevant
binding authority, ]if 	 case two previous I louse of Lords' decisions). The
decision was inspired b y Lord Denning and was the subject of almost unjudicial
condemnation in the 1 louse of Lords when the matter vent oil

In Sc/ior.cch-jWezer V hiennin (1975) the Court of' Appeal refused to follow the
I louse of' Lords' decision ] if 	 Rat/ways that currency judgments must be
expressed in sterling, oil basis that the reason for the rule had gone: CeSSalite
raiioie lczz,c,' a'ssiit ipsi: ht',t' (if' the reason for the rule ceases, so does the law). In
A4zlian'o.c v Frank the I Louse of Lords deplored the Court of Appeal action in
Sih,orse/:. Strict adherence to the hierarchy was required for the precedent system to
work.

The Court of Appeal is bound, then, to follow the House of' Lords loyally. The
problems when it does not, as in Schorsc/z, call seen from the dilemma of' the first
instance judge, Bristow J, in Milu:nc'os. Should he follow the I louse of' Lords'
decision, or the later (but heretical) Court of' Appeal? In fiict he followed the 1 louse
of Lords (the Court of Appeal followed itself' fit

	 Opinion is divided on
whether Bristow took the right side, but is united on the dif'ficulr y of' his position!

Is the Cozi,'t of Appeal hound by its Own pus! decisions?

III v llr,.ciol Aeroplane Co Lid (1944), Lord Greene MR laid down the still
applicable position for the ( :otirt of' Appeal. It is bound I) a pist Court of' Appeal
decision, unless:

I. There are two conflicting decisions -- one must be overruled.
2, Wh i le not expressly overruled b, it is nonetheless inconsistent with, a

subsequent I louse of' Lords , decision,
3. It was arrived at per Inunam (relevant binding authorit y not cited).

We should note two other exceptions: the Court of' Appeal is free to follow ;I

Privy Council decision inconsistent with a previous Court of Appeal decision: and in
a criminal case, the Court of Appeal is not hound if it would cause injustice in the
instant ease. (Rememl)er Court of Appeal (Criminal Division) cases do not biiid
Court of Appeal ((,ivil I )ivision) and vice versa.)
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In recent years, the Court of Appeal led by Lord Denning has shown an anxiety
to throw off these shackles. Lord Denning has said that the Court of Appeal is not
hound by previous decisions (Barrington V Lee (1972) for instance) and that the
Court of Appeal could issue a Practice Statement similar to the 1-louse of Lords
(Gal//c v Lee (1971)). I Ic did not alwa ys carry the Court of Appeal with him, but he
(lid lead a five-man Court of Appeal in Davis v 7olin.co,z (1979) which purported to
overrule two Court of Appeal cases (B v B (1978) and Ga,itlz/J' v 7en'ins (1978)) on
the Domestic Violence and Matrimonial Proceedings Act 1976.

In Davis Lord Denning said the Court of Appeal should either fbllow the

direct ion of the I louse of Lords Preuuce Statement, or add exceptions to Yoz,nr

where appropriate. Both conic to the same thing: he was claiming that the Court of
Appeal could overrule its own previous rulings. 'l'he other two in the majority,
llaker and Shaw I J, drew up new exceptions to add to 'oung. 'l'lìe I-louse of Lords
rouiidlv condemned the Court of Appeal, reaffirming Young. (They did however
overrule /3 v B and Ca,ii/i/f)

Should the Court of Appeal be bound by its previous decisions? Bearing in mind
that the I louse of Lords changed the no overruling ourselves rule by a Practice
1)ircction, and that the Court of Appeal can arrange its own procedure, can it issue
a Practice Statement oil 	 same lines as Lord Gardiner's in 1966?

An a lierna live: prospective oz'errulin,'

The main argument fur stare ilecisis is certainty. Certainty is  value in a legal system
because it allows people to arrange their affairs in accordance with the law, both not
breaking it (crime) and taking advantage of its facilities (contract, wills, etc). If
judges departed from their decisions at will, these arrangements would be upset;
further, the individual case would be in effuct a retrospçctive law, changing the law
as it was and applying the new law to the present case.

In the case of Great Nor/lu',,, Ba//wa)' Co v Sunburst Oil (1932), a decision of the
United States courts, Cardozo J stated that in order to avoid this problem the court
could adopt prospective overruling. This is a method of treating the present case on
the old law, hut announcing the new law fur future cases. This only, of course,
avoids the retrospective argument; could it be so arranged (for example, b y applying
the new law to future arrangements only?) to avoid affecting settled arrangements?
Also, would it not be extremely unfair to the losing litigant, who would have
eistiaciei the judge(s) to accept his legal argument but still have lost the case?

The question that is reall y being asked is whether certainty and development of
the law go together?
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24.5 An introduction to Statutory Construction

A subjective approach

More Perhaps than is tile case in most of the C :hapters in this tCXtl)OOk, the selection
of topics and ContCnts for this Chapter, and the arrangement of them, is a very
subjective nile. A quick glance through an y of the major textbooks on either
Jurisprudence or lnglisli Legal System will show that each approaches this area
diffrentiv, emphasising diuircilt points and using different case illustrations. Most
of these textbooks would agree, though, in recommending Professor Cross' Statutory
Inierprelaiwn (1976) to an y student of the subject.

Interpreta lion

As our law becomes increasingly statutory, with upwards of 60 public Acts of
Parliament each year (as well as innumerable statutory instruments), the
interpretation of those statutes becomes increasingly the judges' central role. There
w i l l always be it need for such interpretation and construction. Words are
ambiguous, phrases and paragraphs are more so; and no legislator can cover every
possible future case clearly. Since under our constitution matters of law are decided
b y the judges, the task of working out the meaning of the unclear statutory
provision, and seeing if it applies to the (fre(Iuently unforeseen) case before them,
fills to the judges.

Ambiguity

Various sorts of problems can arise. A distinction is often attempted between
interpretation (deciding the meaning of the words) and construction (seeing if the
words apply to a particular case): the dcfnitions ill brackets are only one variant. I
will not use this distinction, but will instead hear in mind that, apart from those
cases where the meaning is obvious and straightforward (enabling both the judge and
the layman organising to see what the statute means immediately), there
are cases where it particular word or phrase is ambiguous, cases where it is unclear
whether it f.ict-situation was meant to he included, cases where the
particular punishment intended is not clear, C1SeS where the legislature appears to
have left out an obvious case, and cases where the result on the straightforward
meaning of the words is absurd.

Inlet: (mom:

Note how often I have used the word meant. Judges often say that they seek the
intention of Parliament: the great debate between the literal meaning and the
mischief-purpose approach is said to hinge on whether Parhianient's intention is to
be gleaned merely front 	 exact words (he meant what he said) or also from a
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consideration of why the statute was passed (its purpose) and what Parliament would
have done if it had had the particular case in mind. Any search for intention,
purpose, etc, is to an extent a fiction. A body like Parliament is made up of many
people, who may not vote at all on a measure, or ma y vote for the measure for
tactical reasons without considering its consequences, or may vote for it for tactical
reasons apart from the actual content. Often votes are on general principles, and yet
the matters that come before the courts will be detailed and perhaps highly

technical.
To that extent, then, one cannot sa y what Parliament intended. I lowcver, the

judges are looking at Parliament's words and must (under the Parliamentary
supremacy doctrine) fllow and attempt to apply those words. While guidance may

not be available oil 	 particular matter, it is clearl y the case that, oil
principles at least, it does not seem so absurd to search for a Parliamentary
intention. Surely the Sex Discrimination Act was intended to remedy some aspects of

discrimination against women, the Unfair Contract Terms Act was intended to

control exemption clauses and the Supplementary Benefits Acts are intended to set
up a scheme providing those with no income with a state safety-net? And more
specific provisions can be seen to be intended - a provision repealing an earlier
provision or overturning all case; a provision following a Law Commission
recOrflmCfl(latiofl where no one in Parliament argued with the Commission's reasons.
Whether it be intention of the draftsman, or intention of the proposer, or intention
of the majority, there is some sense in the concept of Parliament's intention.

I la y ing said that, again I emphasise that most often in difficult cases Parlianieit's
intention is not clear. Oil disputed provision, did Parliament intend to protect from
tbat specific type of exemption clause? It is precisely because the words (10 not make
clear what the intention is that the problem arises in that case, and in general, if the
words are not clear, how are the courts to decide what Parliament's intention was?
'l'o put it another way, what do the words as enacted b y Parliament legally mean?

Statutory Interpretation

The final introductory part concerns the status of decisions oil 	 question of

statutory interpretation. Assume that the I louse of Lords has to deal with statutory
XI; the plaintiff claims it means X2 and the defendant X3. The House

uses the literal method, and finds for the plaintiff'. What is binding oil courts?
Clearly, it would seem, not the literal approach; the rules of statutory construction

(10 not appear to l)e part of the ratio of any case; surely it is only the decision that,

III statute, X  X2. If the same words occur in a different statute, the different
context and purpose might justify a difkrent result; but on the same statute, lower
courts would be bound to fbllow the Ilouse of Lords.
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24.6 Canons and presumptions

Apart from the major rules considered
obscure or unclear judges may use
Construction and presumptions.

Canons

here, in cases where statutory words are
e or other of the following canons of

The statute must be read as a whole
The words of the particular sub-section in question must not be read in isolation,
but must be read with the other sections (particularly any interpretation section) and
with the schedules. As we shall see below, this canon is now subsumed by Professor
Cross' reformulation of the major rules, where he emphasiscs that the context of' the
words is in account.

Ejusden: ge,zcris

If a general word follows two or more specific words, the general word must be
restricted in meaning to a meaning of the same kind (eiusde',n generis). For example,
I'wpcl/ v Kenipion Park Racecourse Co (1899) turned oil in relation to places
of betting the words house, office, room or other place included the racecourse
itself No, said the 1-louse of Lords, since the general words other place were
restricted to a meaning of the same kind as the specific words, that is, an indoor
place of betting.

Narrow construction of penal provisions
The individual gets the benefit of any doubt ii -.I criminal or tax liability is imposed
by statute, in particular against the imposition of liabilit y without fault.

Interpretation Act 1978
This Act gives presumptive interpretations to common words and phrases in
statutes: so men includes women (and vice versa), singular includes the plural,
distances are to be measured in a straight line on the horizontal plane, time rekrs to
Greenwich Mean Time and so on: all subject to contrary intention (which must
sometimes be expressl y stated, but most often must just appear).

Presumptions

Against alteration of the law
This presumption does not work against ,I in the general (common) law
which appears clearly from the literal meaning of the words; but if there is a doubt,
Parliament will he presumed to have left the law unaltered.
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Against imposition of without-fault liability
Mentioned above; to create a strict liability offence, Parliament must use clear
words.

Against ousting the jurisdiction of the courts
The courts are very protective of their own jurisdiction; although Parliament may
alter the courts' jurisdiction even fundamentall y , it must do SO clearl y . in
administrative law, fr example, in several cases the courts have evaded statutory
attempts to forestall judicial review (Anisminu V FCC (1969), l'adfIeld v Minister of

frricultiire (1968), P)'x Granite Ltd v AWL(; (1960)).

Against the Crown being bound by a statute
The Crown must L)e expressl y named, or it is not 1)0011(1 by a statute.

Against depriving it person of a vested right
'l'hc above arc just examples. it may be quite possible to find canons and
preSUtllptioIls to support quite conflicting contentions.

24.7 The three rules of statutory construction

It is often said that there are three rules of statutory interpretation, these being the
literal, golden and mischief rules. As we shall see they are to an extent contradictory;
all can claim judicial support.

Mischief rule

This rule was prevalent in the sixteenth centur y . The courts have regard to the
purpose of the Act, and intcrprct it in such a war that the PUl)O5C is fulfilled or
enhanced. The classic statement of the rule is contained in Jlcydoiz Case where the
barons laid down 6ur things to be considered when interpreting statutes: the
common law before the Act, the mischief that the law did not provide 6r, the
remedy appointed for that mischief, and the true reason of the remedy. Of course,
not all statutes are altering the common law today, and the exact formulation
therefore needs changing. The approach, while not now as prevalent as it was, still
commands judicial support, and has authorities following it in many areas (see the

examples given in Dias' 7urzsprudciuc).
A recent example can be taken from the law against racial discrimination.

Although there is a requirement in the mischief rule that the express words of the
statute must reasonably hear the purposive meaning given to them, In iiIandla v

Dowel! Lee (1983) the I louse of I 'ords interpreted the Race Relations Act, where it
is stated that it is an offence to discriminate in certain matters against a person on
grounds of his race, colour, etlìnic or national origin, in quite a different manner.
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The facts of the case were that a young Sikh male wanted to join a public (ke
paying) school. lie was granted admission but was required to conform to uniform
regulations and remove his turban and cut his hair. For reasons of' fiith he was
unwilling to do this. There Were other Sikhs in the school who had conformed to
the unifi)rnl requirement and there was no suggestion that l)owell Lee (the
headmaster) had any Inclination to discriminate against Sikhs. The Court of Appeal
carefully considered the history of the Sikh people and concluded that they were a
group identifiable only by their common religion and that as the statute makes no
mention of religion then the actions of the school were reasonable and not illegally
discriminatory. The House of Lords, relying on ;I Zealand case concerning theposition of the Jews (K" ' Ansell V 771e Pu/ia' (1974)), held that the purpose of the
section was to cover situations such as the present and that by a stretch the Sikhs
could be regarded as a group identifiable by a common ethnic origin. The reason fir
so holding was to extend the protection affbrded by the Act to Sikh people.

I lad the court been minded to find otherwise then it might have fillowed the
case of RRB v London Borouç'/, of ' Ealim1' ( 1972) which held to the literal approach
(see below) in holding that discrimination against a Polish citizen in the granting of
public housing Was lawful because it was not on grounds of his national origin but
on grounds of' his citizenship or nationality. Perhaps this comparison between these
two eases reinforces the view that in their choice of which rule of statutory
construction to apply the judges in effi,ct determine the outcome of the case. Bishop
I loadley put it thus centuries ago: 'Whoever bath an absolute authority to interpret
any written or spoken laws, it is he who is truly the lawgiver to all intents and
purposes, and not the person who wrote or spoke them.' Lord Devlin perhaps has it
better and in more modern language when in his Samples of ' Lan'inakin he statesthat 'tile law is what the judges say it is'.

The mischief or purposive rule is the one favoured b y Fuller as elaborated upon in
his "File Case of the Speluncean l '.Xl)lorers' which I discussed in the third Chapter of'
this 1)00k. Perhaps the reader would return to that article at the end of' our course and
extract more from it. Before you do that let us now examine the other rules:

Literal rule

Various fiictors, including the declining influence of the judges on legislation and tile
development of Parlianlcntar\ supremacy, led to a retreat from the mischief type
approach to the literal approach. I lere, the intention of' Parliament is considered as
containe(l in the words passed: the literal "leaning of those words must be taken,
even if the result appears to he one which I iikiin1 did

'
 incnd I ord Esher inR v cif) of' Londo: court 7nde (1892) stated that 'the court has nothing to do With

the question whether the legislature has committed an absurdity'. This follows on
the constitutional provision that it is the role of the legislature to make law and tile
role of the judiciary to interpret the law the legislature 

SO makes.
Many cases support this rule of appl ying the clear and unambiguous words of'
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Parliament. For example, in Inland Revenue v Hinchy (1960) the House of Lords was
construing a provision which visited upon people incorrectly completing tax returns
a penalt y of treble the tax that ought to he charged under this Act. Presumably
Parliament intended the punishment to be three times the excess owed: but those
words meant three times the whole tax bill for the year, which cost poor Mr Hinchy
£418 instead of £42!

Note at this stage two things. First, words are often not clear and unambiguous;
tV() equally usual meanings of a word might exist, or the application of words to
particular cases might be in doubt, and so on. Second, it is not unknown fr judges
to consider the literal meaning of the words and end up with diflirent results (for
example, Lfl'er.chI,'e v Anderson (1942)).

Golden rule

judges have often mitigated the strict literal approach by calling into play the golden
rule, that is that if the usual interpretation results in consequences so absurd that
Parliament could not possibly have intended them, any secondary meaning may be
taken. In the case of R v lllcn (1872) which concerned the definition given to the
offence of bigamy in the Offences Against the Person Act 1861 as 'whoever being
married, marries another' where it was observed that such a definition if applied
literall y would lead to the absurd conclusion that the offence could never l)c
committed. A person cannot legally marry he is are already married. There the court
held that, as Parliament could not have intended to legislate nonsense, the words
should he changed to read 'whoever being married goes through a marriage
ceremon y with the intention to marry etc'. Then the definition has meaning which
would probably be consistent with the intention of the legislature.

Obviously, the three rules above cannot really be taken as strict rules: the
contradict each other (taking the literal meaning often obscures the purpose of the
statute, it might be said). At must the y are approaches, with the judges choosing the
most appropriate in the circumstances, generall y plumping fr the literal rule and
taking the obvious plain meaning unless some good reason to the contrary appears.

Even this (toes not seem to be a good explanation of what happens if we accept
that the judges generally follow the approach of looking at the literal meaning. \Vliat
of those cases where two meanings are equally usual and neither of the other two
approaches is relevant or helpful? What of technical words?

A rather more successful attempt at formulating the courts' approach overcoming
the lack of judges giving reasons has been made by Professor Cross in Stululo!-)'
Inlerprt'taIlon. lie suggests that the literal and mischief rules have been mixed, and
the vital element of context added: the judges look to see what the ordinar y (or, i
appropriate, technical) meaning of the words used is in the general context
(including the objects) of the statute. It is that ordinar y meaning that may Ile
displaced by a secondar y meaning if the result would otherwise be absurd: and
furthermore, in eases where what seem like simple mistakes make a statute
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unintelligible, absurd or totally unworkable, a judge may add or delete words, to
change nonsense into sense (Cross cites Adler v George (1964) and Lord l)cnning in
l:ddis v Chief Constable (1969)).

The whole problem stems from the l3lackstonian fiction that statutes are intended
to govern all eventualities in detail and do not merely lay clown guidelines. Taken
with the imprecision of words - ;I 1-fart has dwelt upon when he rekrred to
he core of settled meanings and the penumbral area of doubt that surrounds words

- the problem of statutory construction is manifi.st. This is clearly stated by Lord
MacI)ermott thus: 'the difficulty of finding unequivocal language by which to
convey the will of Parliament I lies it the heart of the problem of statutory
construction I,.

The Swiss are perhaps more realistic. Their Civil Code in Article I states that a
judge ma y decide -,I case oil basis of a rule which he would LIV down if he
himself has to act as legislator. The only limitation in this regard is contained in
Article 4, to the effict that in exercising his discretion the judge must base his
decision oil of justice and equity. Lloyd and Freeman observe that
although this article was initially widely used it is now subject to restrictive
interpretation itself'. Does this tell its something about the nature of the judicial
creature?

II yp 0 tilt'! id / e.va nip it's

Much of what judges do is obvious, even when the y construe difficult or ambiguous
sentences or phrases: although we must consider the pros and cons of judges
hllowing a pclrposive as against the traditional literal approach, we must also
cmphasise that in fact it is in comparatively few cases that ;I literal v
purposive clash occurs. The following fact situations might help to make the point.

A particular word or phrase has a straightfirward ohvmus usual meaning, fir
example driving a motor-car at over 70 mph is an of fence. .'\ driver knows that
once the speedometer tops 70 he is committing an offence, the judge when he is
deciding applies the obvious meaning of motor-car, driving and 70 mph and
convicts. This is straightfi)rward literal approach: in relation to this case, the
words have only one meaning.

2 A particular word or phrase has several meanings: fir example, the yen) wants
(wishes or lacks?) the noun will, (volition or the document b which a deceased
person leaves his property?).

The context of the phrase in the statute makes it clear which sense is meant:
fir example, a reference to providing what a lunatic wants vl1 re%.'r, he
lacks; a refi.rencc to the will of the testator in a statute on probate will generally
mean the document (hut could in context mean the volition, as, 'the will of the
testator was overborne b y force').

The judge applies that obvious meaning. Not quite the literal approach, since
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there were two usual meanings (and in the case of wants, the one chosen was, if
anything, the less obvious or usual of the two). But can this really be called a
purposive approach? We are looking at the u,,-context meaning, and purposeis
relevant only as part of the context.

3. As situation (1) except that this meaning either produces an absurd result, for
example, (ignoring the Interpretation Act) it is an offence to steal horses, and the
defendant steals Just one (so he is not guilty under literal meaning), or produces a
result clearly against the intention of the Act, for example, if the Race Relations
Act defined racial group in a technical way which excluded negroes.

As to the absurd result, holding that the statute meant something else, this
clearly involves the judge iii rectification, which Cross allows as his third rule;
not the golden rule, as there is only one meaning the words can bear (and
therefore no secondary one to fill back on).

As to the result clearly against the intention of the Act, any suggestion that
the judge acts in accordance with that intention and not the words of the Act
does lead to a purpose v intention conflict. Note, however, that in general the
courts have not invoked the mischief rule in this sort of case: an attempt by Lord
Denning to fill the gap left in a statute in the case of usher v SeaJrd Court

Lstatcs (1949) was slapped down b' the I louse of Lords, Viscount Simmonds
rejecting this naked usurpation of the legislative role (Magor C' St Me/Ions 1?I)C

v Newport Corporation (1951)). If' the result is not absurd, the courts will follow
the wording of a statute if it only allows of one construction, even if that

construction does not kdlow the general l)UPOSC (if the statute.

4. As situation (3) except that one meaning is clearly the more usual, but that result
leads to either absurd consequences or is totally against the intention of the

statute. An example (if absurd consequences could be the fiicts of the tax case
Inland Revenue v /Ji,ie/iy.An example of being against the intention of the statute
can be seen in the United States controversy over whether reverse or positive
discrimination is against the constitutional provision; forbidding laws which deny
equal protection of' the laws: does that mean that an y discrimination is 1.11113\0111

or could 'equal protection be taken to include the effect of' reverse discrimination
in redressing the balance and hence making more equal?

If the judge takes :I mean i ng to avoid absurdity, that is the golden
rule in operation; if' he takes it to accord with the intention of' the statute, that
could be taken as using the context of' the statute, if not (and in our example, the
context doesn't help: the question is, how fir did the constitution go?) he is using
purpose to displace the literal rule.

5. As situation (2) except that tlìe context does not assist, the purpose of the statute
does not assist, and the consequences would not be (more) absurd either way.
The judge uses his discretion but none of our stated approaches/rules!
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Literal words v purpose

In (3) and (4) then, there are possibilities for a clash between words and purpose:
Should the judge follow the obvious or onl y meaning of a phrase or sentence if that
goes against the purpose of the statute? Briefly, the arguments for the literal
approach are: certaint y ; avoidance of judicial legislation; due defirence shown to
Parliament; it is often difficult to identit'v purpose; and it encourages more careful
drafting. For the purposive approach: it is often not possible to work out what the
literal meaning is; it is not really deferent to Parliament to refuse to fulfil its
Purpose; and judicial legislation is common, particularly in the common law.

Which of these sets of arguments convince von? Are there an y other points to
be made?

24.8 Aids to C011Structjon

Where a statute's construction is ambiguous or Uncertain, various aids may be used
by the judge to help him come to his decision (to minimise tedium, case references
are omitted).

The rest of the statute

A statute must be read as a whole, as we have said above; the judge must therefore
decide in the light of the rest of the enactment (inclu(ing the long title). In cases of
uncertainty, those parts of the statute which are not integral parts of it (preamble,
marginal notes, punctuation) may be called in aid.

Oilier statutes iii pn matcria

If construction is uncertain, a statute on the same subject may be called in aid, if it
is unambiguous.

International treaties

If an Act is stated to be intended to give efPct to an international treaty,
uncertainties may be decided by reference to the treaty.

Statutory iiiateru,ls: The Ian(/,nark Case oJPcpper v Hart
Pepper (Inspector of 'J 'axes) v lIar! (1993) iSan important case on statutory
interpretation. It settles, fir the time being, the question of the extent to which
'extrinsic' materials may be used in ascertaining the extent of that well-known
personification of the point of legislation, parliamentary intention. The House of
Lords, in which seven judges appeared, came down in favour of a relaxed rule
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(although the Lord Chancellor, Lord Mackay, dissented). It was thought that the
use of 'parliamentary materials' would be permitted in legal argument regarding the
discovering of the purpose of legislation in the following cases:

1. where the legislation was ambiguous or obscure, or the literal meaning led to an
absurdity;

2. where the material relied on consisted of statements by a minister or other
promoter of' the Bill which led to the enactment of the legislation together, if
necessary, with such other parliamentary material as was necessary to understand
such statements and their efkct; antI

3. the statements relied on were clear.

Furthermore, the use of parliamentary material as a guide to the construction of
ambiguous legislation would not infringe sI , article 9 of the Bill of Rights since it
would not amount to a 'questioning' Of the freedom of speech, or parliamentary
debate. This was provided counsel and the judge refrained from impugning or
criticising the minister's statements or his reasoning, since the purpose of the courts
in referring to parliamentary material would be to give effect to, rather than thwart
through ignorance, the intentions of Parliament. Furthermore, the use of
parliamentary material in this way would not question the processes by which such
legislation was enacted or criticise anything said by anyone in Parliament in the
course of enacting it.

Pepper v Hart, in effect, follows the recommendation of the Renton (]on,m,Uee 01!

the Preparation oJ Legislation (1975) that the courts should accept constructions
promoting the general underl y ing purpose.

24.9 Effect on the draftsmen

Past and present practice of the courts on statutory interpretation clearly affects how
draftsmen work on future legislation. An example from the Wills let 1837, cited by
Cross (Statutory Interpretation, p12), shows how ridiculous were the lengths to
Which draftsmen then were driven to avoid the rigours of the full-blown literal
approach. The courts are not quite as exacting any more, and do take at least the
context into account with the words, hut the enduring pre-eminence of the literal
approach and the eagle eyes of eager lawyers intent on raking every possible point
for their clients do still affect the form and structure of present legislation.

Pro cedzire

Generally, the procedure for drafting is acareful one, especially if the statute is
lawyers' law, rather than that dictated by party policy. For example, the Law
Commission will issue a working paper, followed by a report with draft Bill, or the
government will issue draft proposals (in Green or White Paper form) for
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consultation. As much time as possible is given to allow lawyers and others to look
for, inter a/ia, drafting mistakes.

Detail

Often statutes go into great detail to avoid unwanted interstitial interpretation: for
example, Lm1)loVneF1t Act 1980, in its sections defining the outlawed secondary
action and secondary picketing.

Examples

\laiiv statutes give examples of the instances intcndcd to be covered as the fictors to
he taken into account: for example, 1973 Matrimonial Causes Act, ss23 -25, detailing
the factors to be taken into account by a judge in deciding the financial provision on
divorce as examples (because all the circumstances are in account).

Discretion

When judges are intended to have discretion on -.I particular matter to decide in
accordance with the statute's purposes, this is sometimes expressly stated in terms.
Section 23 Matrimonial Causes Act is again a good example; the judge must do what
is just and equitable in all the circumstances in an attempt toput the parties in the
position they would have been in if the marriage had not broken down.

Interpretation

Many statutes contain their own interpretation sections.

24.10 The common law and the Constitution

An exciting, radical approach to judicial decision-making was advocated by Laws J
in Public Law (1995). His thesis sent shock waves amongst public lawyers and will
clearly have an effect on the future direction of the increasingly significant use of
the procedure of judicial review. It is most Convincing and its chief significance lies
in its public avowal by one of the most talented judges in the United Kingdom that
judges, by virtue of their inherent jurisdiction to declare whether something is
required or permitted by law, could declare purported statutes to be legally invalid.
This, of course, cuts through an (unanalysed) general assumption that Crown-in-
Parliament may make any laws that it pleases and that it would be wrong fbr a judge
to 'usurp the function of the legislature'. The reasoning of Laws J is as follows.
Inherent in the idea of the legitimacy of Parliament is the idea of democracy; that
Idea, whatever else it means, stands for each individual's stake in the legal system.
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'One man, one vote' must mean at least that. What would it mean to give each
person a vote and yet at the same time deny that each person had any right to
expect a certain minimal level of treatment? Or, abstractly, the idea of democracy
entails that people, b y virtue of being people, are entitled to a certain level of
respect. We do not deny that Parliament has the right to make laws for us by virtue
of the fhct, amongst others, that it is elected by us. If that is so, if Parliament does
something contrary to the principles that give it meaning as  legislative body, it is
acting ultra viies.

This idea is most attractive idea because it gives weight to our intuition that
(contra Austin) there is more to the idea of legislation than brute power - the mere
ability to enfbrce a command. The form of argument used here is a 'transcendental'
one; you look to the nature of Crown-in-Parliament and then you deduce from that
nature some other principle which transcends the idea and then acts as a constraint
upon it. (Remember the 'transcendental epistemological deduction' of the Grundnorni
in Kelsen - see Chapter 9, above) This sounds more difficult than it really is but
becomes clearer by using a firly unlikely - but nevertheless still realistic - example.
What if Parliament decided to abolish the vote for unemployed people (perhaps out
of a misguided sense that since such people (lid not work, they did not contribute to
society and thus had no 'stake' in our community)? Wouldn't that he contrary to the
very Principles (of democracy) that lie at the heart of our legal system? What obvious
and compelling reasons would there be for denying a judge the right to declare this
legislation invalid because ultra vires?

It is useful to array the arguments on either side:

i'o r

1. It makes sense using the transcendental argument referred to above; from what
other principles could Crown-in-Parliament gain its validity?

2. It is clear that in other jurisdictions there is no problem in the idea at all; the
United States, example. To the repl y that there is a written constitution there
but not here we could add;

3. There is no significance in the distinction between a written and unwritten
constitution in the same way that there is no significance in the distinction
between the telling of a story and the writing down of a story, as far as the story
itself is concerned. To the reply that writing it down makes the story more
certain we could add;

4. There are just as man y problems with the interpretation of the written word as
there are with the spoken word (witness the enormous litigation in the United
States which is still created by the famous phrase 'equal protection of the laws' in
the constitution).
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Against

1. Very few people in the United Kingdom would accept the idea; in particular, one
of the most influential textbooks, iVade on Adminisirath? Law, is firmly of theview that Crown-in-Parliamen t can enact whatever it wants (and this is, of
course, an idea as old, even older, than Austin).

2. If Laws J is right, it means that Parliament could never repeal, for example, the
relevant parts of the 1832 Refirni Act, which greatly extended the franchise.3. We could pa y attention to i3cntham's idea of a 'limited disposition to obey'.
Bentham, unlike Austin, did not think that the sovereign was legally limitless,
and he explained his belief b y saying that the sovereign depended upon the
abilit y to command by the willingness to obe y displayed b y the Population at
large. 'I'o take an extreme example: if Parliament passed :I similar to the one
passed in ancient Sparta, which declared that all male babies were to be kept
outside unclothed all night so that onl y the fittest would Survive, no one would
obey it. It followed for Bentham that it would not be a law, despite tile fact that
the sovereign had 'commanded' it (ill it is a failed command, because tile
threat is not real given the command's content), and so Bentham can preserve his
distinction between the 'is' and the 'ought' of law by burying away the idea of
the legitimacy of reasons for obeying the law inside the idea of a command.

4. Judges should not make 'political' decisions. But, as Laws J points out, it all
depends upon what is meant by 'political'. Judges are political in the sense that
their decisions have political consequences; the legislature, true, has certain Sorts
of competence carved out for it (a judge could not make fundamental decisions
about the direction of the economy, fbr instance). Nevertheless, tile legislature
cannot be immune from legal criticism fir acting outside the-principles of
democracy fundamental to its legal legitimacy (it could not further economic
Policy by killing off the unemployed, for instance). lhus Laws J says:

• the •cu//Jec/_,,,aüer of a cisc of icrs no inhibition to legal adjudication oil 	 ofits political content.'

1'his article will have far-reaching efkcts since it strikes at the heart of commonly
accepted (but confused) propositions about the inlnlutabilitv of the principles of
statutory interpretation in the light of 'tile intention of Parliament'.
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Dworkin's Law as Integrity

25.1 Introduction

25.2 1 lercules, the model judge to whom we should aspire

25.3 1 lercules and 'hard cases'

25.4 The chain novel: 'fit' and 'substance'

25.5 Principles and policies

25.6 McLong/ilin v O'Brian

25.7 The 'one right answer' thesis

25.1 Introduction

I)workin's theory is fascinating and highly practical. I-Ic is difficult to get into
because his writing output is enormous and many articles are difficult to obtain, lie
is the most important contemporary in legal philosophy. One of the difficulties is
that, although he is in the rigorous intellectual mould of Bentham, Kelscn, I lart and
so on, he is not a positivist. The best start is to read Chapter 2 of his 7ahiig 1?;g/iis

Seriously (1978). Students should then go oil read Chapter 4 and then read his
Lou' Empire (1986) especially Chapters 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7. The important point with
Dworkin is not to underestimate his subtlety and intellectual power.

25.2 Hercules, the model judge to whom we should aspire

Let us get clear about Hercules. Many people, in particular law yers, who are

introduced to I lercuics in l)workin's article 'I lard Cases' simply dismiss him by
saving that no such judge ever existed. This is too glib. Hercules is a model against
which, like any other ideal, legal arguments are to judged. Take, for example, the
idea of the ideal market. It would be off the point to say that the ideal market does
not exist (or that the model of the atom, or that of the DNA molecule, does not

exist). To say that, is to recognise the idea of the ideal, in any case. The point of the
ideal market, about which economists and practical minded politicians argue

341
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vociferously, is to show how, in the real world, there are imperfections. Against the
model of the ideal market, we sec that monopolies and other restrictive practices are
'had', that transaction costs and imperfect knowledge 'distort' the real market, and so on.

Why not, then, imagine the existence of an ideal judge, against which we can
measure bad or distorted legal arguments? There is no reason to suppose that we
cannot. But it is worth trying to explore the reasons why people make the mistake of
sing in effct, that there cannot be ideal arguments in the law. The probleni is
one of superficialit y , no more. People like to think of lass' as historic fact. They do
not like to think of legal argument as something as shifting and as controversial as
moral argument.

It is necessary fr Dworkin to posit an ideal judge because his theory is about
law as an argumentative attitude (see Chapter 3). lie has to provide a scheme of
argument which, among other things, is sufficiently abstract to allow for
controversial argument. lie cannot provide :I of premises from which conclusions
riia be drawn b y , say, the use of syllogisms. I I's is not that sort of theory. In fact,
he is critical of that sort of theory. lie thinks it paints a simple-minded picture of
legal reasoning. In order for him to describe the inherently Controversial nature of
hard cases, he can only provide the general scheme of argument.

I)workin's device of Hercules is used to characterise correct legal argument. It is
not that there is a method which will come up with the right answer, there,
uncontroversially fbr all of US to see. If a probleni is raised about whether there could
he such it 	 answer4 it is one about the objectivity of legal argument, not a
criticism of the ideal model of Hercules.

Students should note that a new collection of essays by Ronald Dworkin will be
published in this country shortly, by Oxford University Press. It is already
published in the US as Freedom 's Law. the Moral Reading of' the American
Constitution (1996). It is divided into three sections entitled Life, Death and Race;
Speech, Conscience and Sex; and Judges. Many of the articles have appeared over
the last ten years in the New York Review of Books. Students should read his
Introduction; the Moral Reading of' the Constitution, as it is particularly helpful for
Obtaining yet another angle on how he thinks judges should decide cases.

25.3 Hercules and 'hard cases'

The key to understanding how Dworkin thinks a hard case should be decided is in
lie hillowing idea:

'If a judge accepts the settled practice of his legal system - if he accepts, that is, the
autonomy provided by its distinct constitutive and regulative rules -- then he must,
according to the doctrine of political responsibility, accept sonic general political theory
that justifics these practices.'

Look at the position of the judge. Ile has convictions about his role, his duties as
defined by his judicial oath and by other sources. If he (lid not, it would certainly be
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surprising. I-Ic has an t(Iea about legislative purpose and principles of the common
law.

In this, United States and United Kingdom judges difflr. In the United States,
judges are more aware of their role as public 'protectors' of the Constitution and
they are more explicit (both to themselves and the J)111)11C) about their position
within the separation of powers doctrine and their duties to protect the rights of the
individual. United Kingdom judges are, for cultural reasons to do with background
and education, more diffident about such matters.

What does Hercules do when constructing the arguments in all the hard cases
put before him? We can assume, says Dworkin, that he accepts most of the settled
rules of his jurisdiction, rules which lay out for us what are the familiar
characteristics of the law. For example, the constitutive and regulative rules that
grant the legislature the powers of legislation give judges the powers of adjudication
and the duties to follow previous cases, as well as all the settled rules of the various
areas of law, such as tort, contract and so on.

We can examine all the possibilities just mentioned in the law reports and
academic writings. And these are not exhaustive. We can develop our own theories
or, if we prefer, our own arguments. Dworkin's use of 1-lercules is intended to show
the general form - the scheme - of the types of arguments that may be used. We
can imagine Hercules producing all the theories, with their attendant sub-theories,
fir all areas of the law. In each topic, he will have to justify the Particular settled
rules with the substantive theories he has devised.

Ile will also have to do 1-Bore. The division b y topic will itself be a matter fr
j ustification, which will proceed by way of looking to the settled rules for topic
demarcation (say, the division between tortious and contractual liability) and
devising a theory which explains that division. 1-Ic might decide that, fi.r some
special eases, the importance of the division ma y be outweighed, as Lord Atkin, but
not Lord lhickniaster, thought it was in Donoghue v Stevenson.

25.4 The chain novel: 'fit' and 'substance'

Legal argufl)etit, k)r Dworkin, in most hard cases, will develop as the result of a
tension between two dimensions of argument, one that argues towards a 'fit' with
what is accepted as 'settled' law, the other that argues towards substantive issues of
political morality. While the twin abstract injunctions in Dworkin 'to ti-take the best
sense' of law, and 'to treat people as equals' propels his legal and political
philosophy, it is the distinction between 'substance' and 'fit' that forms the cutting
edge, for him, of legal argument.

	 may-	 CAs a preliminary to getting into ----------- -----	 -- I1IU	 tI	 I
chain novel. A number of novelists agree to write a Chapter each of a proposed
novel. The first Chapter is written by one, the second by another, the third b
another, and SØ on. We can see that there will be certain constraints of 'fit' upon the
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author of the second Chapter, and even more on the author of the third Chapter,
and so on. Many more lines of fit could be proposed. Is there fit with style,
descriptiveness, thematic material, dialect and so on? The important point is that if
certain things are accepted as settled within the text of the first Chapter, later
creativity is constrained by that acceptance, in order fhr the other Chapters to be
properly part of the novel.

"here are familiar responses to this description of 'fit'. It is a matter of argument
(or 'opinion') people say, as to what constitutes 'fit'. It is too 'wooden' to assert that
novels cannot allow for the change of name, sex, century, and geography. But what
kullows from this? That everything and, therefore, nothing, counts as 'fit'? Of course
not. We just (10 hold some framework assumptions, or constraints, constant while we
allow others to vary.

Nevertheless, ill terminology, the question of 'fit' is itself an
interpretive question. For example, the acceptance of the genre of 'novel' for the
Chain novel is itself open to interpretation. A second Chapter novelist might, fr
example, decide that the first Chapter is a political tract about conservatism andatid best
seen as the first Chapter of a political manifesto. This interpretive judgment might
constrain the way he continued to write the second Chapter. If he did so, perhaps if'
the chain novel writing project was a commercial one to produce a radio serial, his
contract as a chain novelist would be terminated. But there is no reason holding
hack the possibi/iti of making that interpretive judgment, although, of course, his
judgment that the first Chapter was the first Chapter of a political manifesto might
be difficult to justify.

25.5 Principles and policies

Dworkin is well known for the distinction he drew between arguments of principle,
which are arguments about a person's rights, and arguments of polic y, which are
arguments about community goals. The distinction is important to l)workin fr a
number of reasons. First, it is intended to be largely descriptive of distinctions that
in fact are drawn by lawyers. Secondly, it represents for him the line to be drawn
between the legitimate jurisdictional activities of judges as required by a properly
understood democratic separation of legislative and judicial powers. Thirdly, and
most importantly for him, it represents his main assault on the most popularly
understood version of the moral theory known as Utilitarianism.

It is most important to understand the role of the language in the terms he uses.
'Principle' and 'policy' are terms of art for him. Technically, that means he has
stipulated meanings for them. I-ic gives definitions for them as follows in Chapters 2
and 4 of Taking Rig/its Seriously and in Law's Empire he accepts these definitions
without modification.

'1 call a "principle" a standard that is to he observed, not because it will advance or secure
a n economic, political, or social situation deemed desirable, but because it is a requirement
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an economic, political, or social situation dcemcd desirable, but because it is a requirement
of justice or fairness or some other dimension (>1 morality.
I call :I 	 that kind of standard that sets out a goal to be reached, generally an
improvement in some economic, political, or social feature of the community.
Principles are propositions that describe rights; policies are propositions that describe
goals.
A political right Individuated  political aim. An individual has a right to sonic
opportunity or resource or liberty if it counts in favor of a political decision that the
decision is likely to advance or protect the state of afThirs in which he enjoys the right,
even when no other political aim is served and sonic political aim is disserved thereb y , and
counts against that decision that it will retard or endanger that state of affairs, even when
some other political aim is thereby served.'

Policy causes difficulties for two different reasons, neither of which strikes at
l)workin's thesis.

Ihe distinction is not one of content, but of form. This means that for one
person a political state of afThirs could be a matter of principle and for another it
could be a matter of policy. In this way, the distinction stands clear of differences
of political opinion. But it is a distinction of substance, too, in the sense that it
requires a strong, separate sense in which principles are not reducible to policies.
This is borne out by I )workin's well-known statement that rights 'trump'
utilitarian goals.

2. Critics often point to the fhct that it is easy to imagine circumstances in which
only goals seem to be important, and where rights are of no consequence. Most
people, for example, accept the situation in wartime when civilian rights ire
suspended. Martial law is accepted as a possible option whenever its imposition
warrants the pursuit of the desirable goal of winning a war. The problem is
thought to be that if there call 	 situations where there are justifiably no rights,
or principles, because of the importance of the goal, what criteria could there
possibly be for defining principles independently of goals?

A special category of emergenc y is well-described in our moral, political and
legal thinking. Martial law is 'martial' law. Its imposition is onl y justified in
wartime, when war is raging'. Our concern about the suspension of civilian
rights under martial law is characteristicall y about whether there is a situation
which justifies its imposition. Many people, for example, felt that the situation in
Romania in 1989, although bad, was not had enough to justify the Romanian
government in imposing martial law. Many felt that it was being imposed, not
because it was necessary to preserve the existence of civilian rights, but to protect
a particular political system from change, perceived its undesirable.

Some judges are either innovative (in the United States, 'activist') in the chain
novel sense to which reference has alread y been made. Sometimes, rather self-
consciously, they will refer to their decisions as decisions of 'policy'. A good
example is Lord Denning in the Spartan Steel case, referred to by Dworkin in

Taking Rig/its Seriously:
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'At bottom. I think the question of recovering economic loss is one of policy. Whenever
the courts draw a line to mark out the bounds of duty, they do it as a matter of policy so
as to limit the responsibility of the defendant. Whenever the courts set bounds to the
damages recoverable ... they do it a matter of policy so as to limit the liability of the
defendant.'

But it is clear from other remarks that he makes that at least some of his reasons
for his judgment attach to the particular parties and do not look to future general
impact. He thought the matter should be decided on the basis of relationship of the
parties. If other relevantly similar bodies were excused liability (in this case by
statute), in Lord I)enning's view, this was a strong argument for excusing the
defendant. The argument was not helped, in other words, by appealing to a novel
way of arguing.

And yet other judges (Lord Denning fits into all the categories, representing
different stages of his career) are blatant. They do decide policy, in Dworkin's sense,
but disguise it. A good example is DPP v Majewsk'i (1976), in which the House of
Lords interpreted the following words of the Criminal Justice Act 1967 as excluding
evidence offered by a defendant as to whether he intended or foresaw a particular
result in a criminal case relating to drink or drugs:

'A court or jury, in determining whether a person has committed an offence-... shall
decide whether he did intend or foresee that result by reference to all the evidence ...'

One of the arguments used was that Parliament could not have intended to
Overturn a clear rule of exclusion in the common law. But this was a criminal case
and there is an equally clear common rule that criminal statutes should be construed
in favour of the defendant. It was argued that s8 was 'only' a rule of evidence, but
this was evasive and unconvincing. The sense of the decision was that the judges
knew the havoc that would be created by allowing defendants to plead drunkenness
as an excuse rather than as only a mitigating circumstance.

25.6 McLoughlin v O'Brian

We should look at Dworkin's analysis of the case decided in the House of Lords,
that of McLoughlin v O'Brian (1983). This should be instructive as to how he views
legal argument. Remember that, in his view, substantial arguments (relating to the
right people have to be treated as equals) have to be matched to fit (the already
existing case law).

The plaintiff in this case learned that her husband and children were involved in
a car accident. She set out for the hospital some miles away, and when she got there
she was told her daughter was dead and she saw that her husband and other
children were seriously inured. She suffered severe shock and she sued, among
others, the driver of the vehicle, whose negligence caused the accident.
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I-low should the case have been decided? It was a hard case, because in all the
previous cases, the facts involved people sufftring nervous shock almost immediately
upoii the accident occurring and more or less at its scene. In these cases, the people
suffering shock were allowed to recover.

Dworkin suggests how I lercules might decide this case. He says that F-lerculcs
might begin by considering the following six possible interpretations of the case law:

I. Success (Ji)r the victim) only where there is physical ijury. But we can rule this out
immediately because it does not fit the law of tort. It is clear that damages may
be obtained for nervous shock.

2. Success only where the emotional injury occurs at the accident, not later. But, says
Dworkin, this would just draw a morally arbitrary line.

3 Success only where a practice of awarding someone like Mrs McLoughlin would be

economically efficient. If this were simply a matter of economic policy, Dworkin
rejects it because it does not respect 'the ambition integrity assumes, the ambition
to he a community of' principle'. The argument is, in other words, to be rejected
because it is one of naked policy, ignoring Mrs Mc! A)ughlin's right to be treated
as an equal.

There is, however, an ambiguity which Dworkin says is inherent in the idea
that a community should aim at efficiency. It may he that people have a rig/it to a
certain amount of redistribution under some system which aims at CcOlmnhic
efficiency. Dworkin leaves a developed discussion of the idea, (which first appears
in a very obscure fashion in his article 'I lard Cases') to Chapter 8 of Law

Empire, in a highly compressed and difficult Chapter. But for present purposes, it
is true to say that Dworkin rejects the eConomiC pursuit of economic efficiency in
this sort of case where it consisted solely of the pursuit of ' overall
(undifferentiate(l) communal wealth.

4. Success only where the injury, whether physical or emotional, is the direct consequence

oft/ic accident. But this interpretation has to be ruled out because it is coutrar to
fit: it contradicts the clear case law, where there is a test of krcsecabilitv which
limits the liabilit y of the person who causes the acci(lent.

5 Success only wi/crc tilt' injury is fireseeable.
6 Success Ji.ir fi.resceable injury, except where an un/air financial burden is placed on the

person who causes the accident. ('Unfair' meaning 'disproportionate to thC moral
blame for causing the accident').

According to Dworkin, (5) and (6) are the best contenders. (I) and (4) are ruled
out because they contradict 'fit'. 'I'hev simply cannot be made to cohere with the
previous legal decisions. (2) is ruled out because it is ail 	 that relies on
an arbitrary assertion that people at the scene call 	 those who are not,
cannot.	 ; is ruled out because it i ciics onI	 not principle.

Let us now examine interpretations (5) and (6). 'Which story,' he asks, 'shows
the community in a better light, all things considered, from the standpoint of
political morality?' Suppose that interpretations (5) and (6) equall y 'fit' the
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precedents. Dworkin says that Hercules should construct two abstract principles.
First, that community sympathy towards individuals who are suddenly required to
pay large amounts for accidents they cause is an argument in support of public
insurance schemes, safety regulations and so on. This is a principle of 'collective
sympathy', he says. Second, that it is right that people who are at fault should pay
for the consequences of their fault and so costs should he apportioned between
private individuals.

These are two principles of exactly the sort that a lawyer could produce in court.
If the 'private apportioning' principle should prevail of these two, then interpretation
(5) is the correct one. Mrs McLoughlin wins just because Mr O'Brian was at fault.
If, oil the other hand, the 'collective s ympathy' principle prevails, Mrs McLoughlin
loses. Wh y ? Because Mrs McLoughlin's injury, while foreseeable, was SO remote as
to place an unfair burden upon Mr O'Brian in proportion to his fault.

Which interpretation should be preferred? Dworkin thinks that Mrs McLoughlin
should have won, favouring interpretation (5), at least in automobile accident cases
when there is a widely available and sensible liability insurance obtainable privately.

25.7 The 'one right answer' thesis

I)workin's point has always been, in line with his theory of interpretation (sec
Chapter 2, section 2.6), that it makes 'best sense' of our legal practices to suppose
that we are all - judges, students, lawyers - striving to argue for, decide, or discover
the best answer. That means that there is a 'best' of the matter, and this is
supported by the fact that we call have different opinions about what the best
answer is without having to fall back into a position of the hopeless relativity of
Your answer is as good as mine' (which is an idea which runs quite contrarily to our

adversarial system). There are two major recent papers on this topic. The longest
and most difficult is 'Objectivity and Truth: You'd Better Believe It' in Philosophyand Public AJJiiirs (1996). A somewhat shortened and simplified version is to be
found in S Guest (ed), I'ositivisnj Today (1996) and it is entitled 'Indeterminacy and
Law'.

The basic idea, put first in philosophical terms, is that a theory of truth in a
particular domain of thought, such as law, or morality (or art), is a first-order, as
opposed to a second-order, theory. That is not as difficult an idea as it might sound.
It means simply that you don't have to suppose anything other than a
straightforward argument of law to see what counts as law, as a true proposition of
law. You don't have to jump to a higher plane a 'second-order' - to 'look down' at
ordinary legal argument to see whether it is producing a true conclusion. You don't,
for example, say that because you can't prove many legal arguments to be right, they
Can't be right. All you have to do (I use this phrase advisedly) is to show againwhat
these legal arguments arc. Another way of putting it is to say that, to attempt to
persuade a judge of the truth, cogency, etc, of your arguments there is no need to
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persuade a judge of the truth, cogency, etc, of your arguments there is no need to
do anything other than put those arguments to him.

A second-order j ustilicatiofl, however, would say something like the fllowing:
the fict that there is no independent standpoint from which the ob j ectivity and

certainty of the law, or morality, can be assessed as true or filse, means there can be
no such thing as a right or wrong answer. Dworkin calls this imagined independent
standpoint 'the Archiniedean point' after the Greek philosopher who said he could
lift the world provided he had an independent and sufficiently distanced fulcrum
point. Dworkin points out, as he has so many times in the past, that the required
Archimedean point doesn't exist to provide objectivity to itself, but he is much more

concerned to say that, really, it is a waste of time to think that arguments about the
'objectivity' add anything to the actual arguments themselves. So, in 'Indeterminacy

and Law' he says:

when lawyers disagree, and there is no knock-down argument available to reconcile
hem, it follows that the case for neither side is better than the case fr the other. There

are an unlimited number of reasons why some but not all lawyers might think that one
side had the better of a particular legal argomt. Someone defending the view that n
such reason can in tact tip the balance either way in any controversial case faces an
enormously di fileuli task, much more difficult than that faced by someone who wants I

argue for one decision rather than another in a particular case. How can lie avoid
appealing to some very general and abstract theory, like legal positivism? Someone
defcnding a ... claim .. . that there is never a right answer to any quest ion 11)0111 what we

ought to do or how we ought to live . . . has an even greater ii robleni . . These are t iii lv
heroic claims, of vast theoretic pretension, and tr y tug to dress them III the modest clothes
of common sense or raw intuition is more comic than l)erstt1sise.
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The Analysis of Rights

26.1 Introduction: the place of law

26.2 Some contrasting views on rights

26.3 I Iohfeld's scheme of rights

26.4 Evi I nat ioi i I . II oh tel d's scheme

26.5 T he choice theory versus the interest theory

26.1 Introduction: the place of law

Rights claimed in modern societ y have a contradictory quality about them. We can
easily place strongly affirmed rights in direct conflict. For example, people claim the
right to life yet there are others who claim a right to abortion; people claim the right
not to be killed by another, yet there are also claims to a right to die; and people
claim the right to free information, yet there is also a claim to privacy.

These are but a fw examples. The claim to right is thus ultimatel y a claim to
self-determination, which can produce logical contradictions and is itself' in
contradiction to the aspect of social control by law. However, the contradiction is
one of degree. Ilitis, the issue of rights in the social context is one of balancing
conflicting claims and determining which claims have priority.

The law has a special function within this framework. Law presupposes free
choice at least to the extent that by implying that you ought to obe y , y ou might
otherwise choose to do something else. l-Iowever, law restricts the way in which you
may act in certain circumstances, even to the extent of physically restraining voti.
Thus, the law itself claims that the citizen ought to do as the law chooses, regardless
of whether there are other non-legal reasons for doing otherwise. E'he origill of the
right or authorit y to make law has been intermittentl y discussed, since this is the
question of' the authority to make law and of the obligation to obey it. I lowcver, it
begs the question, does law extinguish individuMs' claims to rights? The question
may be broken down further:

1. Are there strong normative reasons for law to 1 refcr an individual's choice to the
prescriptions of legal norms? This must be considered the normative
jurisprudential question of rights.

353
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2. When a legal system concedes the existence of rights, what does this mean and
what does a legal right do? This is a question of analytical jurisprudence.

26.2 Some Contrasting views on rights

The legislators' duty, in ethical terms, is to society as a whole. Yet society is made up
of interest groups and individuals. Theimmediate need of society may be seen as
being in irreconcilable conflict with that of the individual. When should an individual
or class claim of right be upheld in spite of the interests of the whole of society?

Ma rxistn

The orthodox Marxist Perspective oil 	 and rights stems from two premises:
I. Morality, is all 	 that derives from the particular stage of development of

productive forces of a Society. Thus, Marxism cannot criticise the infringement
of rights of workers in capitalist societies in moral terms. The critique of
capitalism is a scientific one.

2. Man in socialist society requires no such ideology because he will naturally orient
himself to social usefulness.

As a result, Marx views morality as relative to the particular stage of societal
development and human rights as an ideology that alienates one man from another. As
we have observed, rights presuppose restraint and conflict, mediating between them.
Such alienation and mediation are seen by Marx and Engels as delaying revolutionary
change to a society where conflict no longer exists. To adhere to a concept of rights,
is to adhere to a maintenance of the status quo and unequal distribution. Marx denies
therefore that there are strong normative reasons for rights that can be accepted by
law, since law merely shields the interests of the dominant class.

Jeremy Bentham

Bentham, as has been observed in the Chapters on imperative theory and
utilitarianism, completely rejects the concept of rights as anything other than
fantasies of the mind. To Bentham rights derive entirely from the law and are legal
constructs. However, it must be remembered that Bentham is sceptical about the
concept of morality as a whole. Human beings act oil principles of pleasure and
pain. It would seem to be vastly illogical that the interests of the rest of society
should be subverted for the pleasure of all 	 or class of individuals. The
crude utilitarian perspective see	 the legislators' duty as being solely the
maximisation of pleasure in society, potentially at the expense of the rights of the
minority.

However, this does not mean that all utilitarians Ibllow this rather simplistic
view. It is possible to demonstrate that a presupposition of weak rights is compatible
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with the utilitarian perspective. We shall investigate the rights versus utility debate a
little later on.

Bentham himself subscribes to the view that an individual should be granted the
maximum independence that is conducive to the good of his fellows in society, but
he still reserves the right of the state to intervene on behalf of the collective good.

Natural Ian,

III II we discussed the views of natural lawyers, who tend to view natural
law duties as ones that transcend legal duties. By appeal to natural law, we might
have rights that exist independently of law that we would expect law to fulfil.
However, it has been observed that natural law proofs tend to he open to empirical
attack. In order to assert the existence of natural rights one needs to believe in
natural law. Faith, either secular or religious, is a strong normative reason for an
individual to expect rights, but not for an agnostic society to accept those rights. A
further problem with natural law is that, historically, the distribution of rights has
been uneven and thus a recipe fir the denial of rights to some in favour of the
privilege of others.

Tue flicts of the 'human condition'

Both I lume and Hart suggest that there are certain empirical ficts about the nature
Of the human condition that one would normally expect to see responded to in legal
or moral systems. These amount to their respective theories of natural law.
Inevitabl y , if we look at history, we can see that certain legalised actions have been
ultimately detrimental to societal interests. Thus, genocide, torture and certain other
extremes of state action in the name of society have served no particular benefit to
society. In these terms, it is common sense for . I  infirmed legislator to
avoid such excesses. Moreover, this is linked to a weak moral argument that law,
while necessary to mediate between conflicting wills, should leave a certain amount
of moral autonomy to the subject.

The rather common sense approach does, however, rel y on practical reasoning
and experience. This means that pragniatism call this conception of rights.
The torture of a terrorist may save the lives of hundreds of potential victims of a
bomb that he has planted. The argument against doing so is largely ;I 	 one.

We shall explore interest theories, the chief modern theorist being Neil
MacCormick, and Hart's will theory in greater depth later oil, since they . are
concerned chiefly with the nature of rights actuall y found in law, rather than he
reason why law should have a concept of rights.

It must he remembered from Chapters 20 to 23, however, that normative theories
of ose of' Rawls, Nozick and iiworkii, ...c lo IQ n, rt of tkr
theories of justice.
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26.3 Hohfdd's scheme of rights

Within the area of the analytical jurisprudence of rights the starting point for any
study must be, according to Lloyd and Freeman, the work of Wesley N l-iohfeld.
Ilohfcld's writing on the subject of rights was undertaken in the early years of the
twentieth century and it could indeed be said with some justification that he has
made a considerable though hardly acknowledged contribution to our understanding
of law. In his work Fundamental Legal Conceptions as Applied in Judicial Reasoninr,
I-lohfeld stated that the aim of his theory was to clarify different kinds of legal
relations and the different uses to which certain words that are employed in legal
reasoning are made. He sought to expose the ambiguities and to eliminate the
confusion that surrounds these words. He was concerned to give meaning to the
phrase 'X has a right to R' and to explain the set of jural relations that such a
statement gives rise to. That objective can he achieved by the concept of right
(which he also rcfcrrcd to as a claim); of privilege (liberty); of power and of
immunity. These he saw as the lowest common denominators in which legal
problems about rights could be stated. That proposition is one that is not without
criticism. Indeed the contention of his critics is that while his scheme works for
some propositions in which the phrase 'X has a right to R' could be fitted, it does
not always work because his scheme could not take account of paternalistic criminal
law. It is proposed to deal with this criticism in more depth below.

For Hohfcld these words (claim; privilege; power; and immunity) are to he
explained in terms of correlatives and opposites, as each of these concepts has both a
jural opposite and a jural correlative. These contain eight fundamental conceptions
and all legal problems could be stated in their terms. They thus represented a sort
Of lowest common denominator in terms of which legal problems could be stated.
This he did by method of the following:

Jural opposites - right/no rig/it; privilege! duty; power/disability; immunity/liability.
Jural correlatives - right/duty; privilege/no right; power/liability; immunity/disability.
These terms can be defined as follows:

By a right (claim) he meant that everyone is under a duty to allow X to do R and
that X would have a claim against anyone from everyone to enforce that right.
By a privilege/liberty he meant that X is free to do or refrain from doing that
which is the subject of R. Y has no claim against X if X either exercises or
refrains from exercising that liberty.
By a power he meant that X is free to do an act whether or not he has a claim or
a privilege and that this act would have the effect of altering the legal rights and
duties of others.
By an immunity he meant that X is not subject to anyone's power to change his
legal position.
By a duty he meant that Y must respect X's right.
By no claim he meant that where X has a liberty Y has no claim that X should
not exercise that liberty.

4

5.
6.
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7. By disabilit y he meant that the party has an inabilit y to change another person's
legal position.

It is important to cnlphasise that I Iohtld was examining legal rights and that the

meanings attributed to his terms are technical and do not necessaril y accord with
their common usage.

Dias utilises a modCl developed b y Glanville \Villiams which can be set Out as
follows:

Right (Claim)	 ---------------- -. Libcrtv

-.

Duty	 ------------------------------------ - No (;laiii

Power	 4 --------------------	 Inintunity

-
(;ktilgiilg jural

relations

	

Iiability	 4---------------------	 Disability

KEY
Junil contradictories	 presence in
one implies the absence of its

contradictory in allot Icr

J ural correlatives prcscncc in one implies

presence of its correlative in another

J ural opposites - presencc in one implies ilic

	

- - - - -	 absence of its opposite in himself
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The problem with this diagram is that while it appears to work on its face it does
not use the same terminology as I iohfcld himself used and has therefore perhaps
added to the confusion. Oil of the Glanville Williams diagram the
arrows for jural correlatives are inverted with the arrows for jural contradictories. On
the definitions offered b y I lohfeld for his own terminology it would appear that a
claim could not he regarded as the correlative of a liberty in the sense that the
presence of a claim in one implies the presence of a liberty in another. It is
submitted that the relation between a claim and a liberty is better described in
1-iohfcldian terms as a jural contradictory in that the presence of a claim in one
implies the absence of its contradictory (a liberty) in another. This point is not
however settled.

The aim of I iohfcld was to provide a model for the correct solution of legal
problems and to make that solution easier and more certain. I-Ic urged that the judge
and the legal theorist employ the above scheme in order to ensure greater
understanding of these legal concepts. lie wrote of the need to use the term right in
a very strict sense and not indiscriminately to cover a privilege, lower and
immunity. Nonetheless, it would not be necessary to ilohfeld that the legal
practitioner actually employ the terms claim, power, etc, SO long as he thinks in
terms of Hohfeld's scheme, it is thus possible to think Flohfeld without talking
Hohfeld. This adequately deals with the criticism of I lohfeld that he has adopted an
unusual terminology which it would be naive to expect the legal profession to adopt
overnight. Indeed 1-Iohfeld's scheme was developed seventy years ago and still
nothing much has happened by way of the legal profession adopting his terminology
in the effort to clarify legal problems. Nonetheless, his contribution has been quite
substantial, although , underrated to date. i-iohf'eld's scheme does, too, provide an
excellent starting point for an y theoretical discussion of rights.

Dias suggests that it is useful to view the relationship between the jural relations
at rest and the changing jural relations in a temporal perspective. He argues that a
change in the power/liability relation will have a knock-on effect on the claim/duty
relation. The power/liability relationship would be anterior to the claim/duty
relationship since the claim/duty relationship would be created or amended by the
power/liability relationship and would reflect any change therein. An example would
he in the adverse possession of land. Here a change in power/liability where
formerly the tenant could exclude the squatter has now changed and the squatter
gains title to the exclusion of' the tenant. Thus i' previously had power, that is, the
facility to alter another's (S) legal status. On the running of time S now acquires
power and  is under a liabilit y . This would then lead to a change in the claim and
duty relation,

26.4 Evaluation of ilohfcld's scheme

While Hohfeld's scheme of jural relations is useful not only for illustrating the
different forms which the word right can take, it also illustrates the inter-
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relationships between these words. It is thus useful for distinguishing between
claims, liberties, powers and immunities but it is argued that it would also be both
necessary and desirable to retain a general concept of right to denote institutions
such as ownership or possession. As Cook, who was the editor of Hohfeld's work
and generally sympathetic to his task, observes, Hohfeld mistakenly considers all
rights as sets of any number of his four elementary rights, namely: claim, privilege,
power and immunit y . Rights are not sets of these. Their possession entails the
possess ion of other rights or of powers and duties. For example, the concept of
O\Vflershi1) includes rights of possession, transfer, sale, hire, use and enjoyment.
Thus ownership creates a set of claims and powers. The concept of ownership can
be seen as a set of rights. It does not denote the relationship between the owner and
he tangible object.

I Its contribution has been useful although the difliculty is that it is not as widely
used as he would have advocated. Nonetheless, as Lloyd and Freeman observe, it is
the point to which all lawyers return. They perceive the value of his analysis in
enabling the reduction of any legal transaction to relative simplicity and precision
and in the enabling of the recognition of its universality.

Harris identifies three important advantages to his approach. First, that it enables
real normative choices to he disentangled from verbal confusions. Secondly, that if
lawyers and judges were to employ his terminology that was not too far removed
from that already employed, then clarity would reign. The third advantage lies in
their use. Hohfcld believed that juristic problems concerning the nature of
compound concepts could he dissolved.

Although he has been criticised for insisting oil in situations where
correlativity is hardly present as, for example, in the criminal law, the implicit
answer that Harris finds in his defence of Hohfeld is that all litigation cases involve
two opposing parties and as such viewing these concepts as correlatives is in that
frame quite meaningful. It does however make an explanation of rights in rem
impossible. Nonetheless, there arc important Criticisms of I-Iohfeld's scheme. In that
he purports to analyse fundamental legal concepts he does SO without taking account
of any concept of law. I-Ic fails to provide an explanation of the process by which
those conceptions are given their legal character. He further assumes that there is
only one concept of duty. It is said that this is because his examples are drawn from
civil and private law.

In criminal law his scheme hardly works. This, it is submitted, is l)cCaUsC of the
nature of the duty under criminal law. While, as Harris observes in defence of
llohfeld, Hohfeld was concerned with the lowest common denominator in litigation,
this would not in my view be applicable in a prosecution. The dut y is not owed to
the prosecution but to the society as a whole. That duty does, not give rise to a right
in anyone. Hohfcld's scheme is designed to cover one to one relations and not the
relations between an individual and the society. Furthermore, it is suggested that
with respect to paternalistic criminal law such as the laws that govern the wearing of
seat belts in cars and the law of murder which forbids the defence of consent of the
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victim, the nature of the duty is one that the individual OWeS both to the society and
to himself'. As such, when an individual has both a claim and a duty with regard to
the same thing, the scheme would he without application.

Roscoe Pound ill Legal Rig/its noted that SOffiC of Hohfeld's conceptions are
without what he called juridical significance yet in .

I
 appreciative work

Pound suggested that had l-Iohfeld lived he would have dealt with this point.
In spite of these criticisms, viewed in a chronological frame his contribution has

been substantial. However, since the publication of his work there have been further
developments and elucidations such as the works of Hart and MacCormick on
rights. They benefited from having available to them Hohfeld's analysis.

26.5 The choice theory versus the interest theory

In this context the debate between Hart and MacCormick over the role and nature
of legal rights is particularly informative. The essence of the debate should be
viewed within its political perspective.

Hart's will theory

Hart views rights as legally protected choices. He emphasises the power or option of
one person to waive someone elses duty. Thus having a right is to do with the legal
or moral recognition of some individual's choice as being pre-eminent over the will
of others as to a given subject matter in a given relationship. This is applicable in
the civil law area in matters such as contract. The essence of the holding of a right
is that the holder has the choice whether to waive the duty owed to him. The
connection with I Iohfeld's scheme of jural relations is apparent in that such a view
assumes a correlativity of rights and duties. In this theory the choice could be
expressed in Hohfeldian terms as the choice of whether or not to exercise that right
or power or privilege or immunity. A problem with this approach is that it makes
the cnfbrcement of a duty conditional oil exercise of a choice or will of a person
other than the person who is under the duty. Y will only be under a duty if X who
has a right in respect of that duty decides to exercise that right. A difficulty that
Hart readily admits with this approach is that it fails to take account of the
fundamental rights of the individual as against the legislature. For this right I lart
invokes the immunity as defined by I Iohfeld.

MacCorinick 's interest theory

MacCormick. Criticises Hart's theory on the grounds that there are some rights
which do not seem to involve the exercise of a choice at all. I-Ic argues that,
particularly in the area of paternalistic criminal law, the law limits the power of
waiver without destroying a substantive right. An example would he in respect of
assault or of murder. The law will not admit the consent of the victim in defence to
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a prosecution. MacCormick argues that if one cannot consent to assault it follows
that one is not exercising a choice on the right to freedom of the person.
MacCorrnick maintains that the nature of rights can be viewed as protecting the
interests of the right holder.

Looking at the difficult example of the rights of a child MacCorrnjck draws a
distinction between the substantive right and the right to enforce the substantive
right. lie shows that the child possesses the substantive right to have its interest
protected but lacks the right to enflirce that right 	 the right to enforce is
exercisable by the child's guardian oil of the child. Further the child cannot
in filet or in morals or in law relieve his or her parents of their duty towards it.
MacCorniick then prefers the view of rights as protecting Certain interests in the
sense that either moral or legal normative Constraints are imposed on the acts and
activities of other people with respect to the ob j ects of one's interest.

Hart admits that if rights are all about choice then a young child would not
possess any rights in that sense. As to the question of the protection of the child,
Hart maintains that rights are not the only moral basis for protection and that other
flictors such as humanity, love and compassion also provide the basis for protection.
If that is so then there would be no need fir a formal assignment of rights to the
child on its attaining the age of choice. Until that assignment of rights the parent
would act as the child could have acted had it possessed the rower to choose.

Hart rejects the view that rights are legally protected interests because he
maintains that the interest analysis does not explain rights independently of duties.
If a right is merely a protected interest then rights can always be expressed as a
reflex of duties. MacCormick gives an example of' the right of succession in
intestacy, lie shows that such a right cannot be rephrased in terms of the rights of
the personal representatives because the right vests at death, prior to these duties.
MacCormick maintains that the idea of correlativity obscures the fact that duties are
imposed in order to protect rights.

Nigel Simmonds in 'The Analytical Foundations of Justice', Gainbriilgc Lan'
Journal (1995) sympathetically (but also critically) discusses Hillel Steiner's hook An
Essay oil (1994). Particularly useful to Jurisprudence students in Simmonds'
review is his admirably clear discussion of Steiner's equally useful discussion of the
distinction between the choice and interest theories. Steiner's basic idea is that
human rights are fundamental to all theories of justice, which is a view that has been
going out of fashion in recent years with the growth of communitarian theories of
justice in which communities, or groups, or families are the 'building blocks' of a
just and good society. The attraction of the communitarian view is that, whereas
rights-centred type theories do not, at first sight anyway, easily accommodate the
idea of individual duties to the community (albeit to other individuals to respect
mutual rights), communitarian type theories do. Raz, fhr example, thinks that people
do not have rights to certain public goods such as the public culture displayed in art
galleries etc (or, more mundanely, to the air) but nevertheless have interests in them
which the community has a collective duty to maintain. Steiner, instead, claims:
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'Rights are the items which are created and parcelled out by the justice principle. We learn
Sowet lii tig abi>ii t justice bN 1 exam wing tile formal or characteristic features of rights.'

Sinimonds (IOCS not agree full y with this view since there are logical problems.
lie believes in the reductionism involved being able to re-describe all propositions in
terms of rights accruing to individuals. Examples such as Raz's proposition that
individuals do not have rights to public goods is a compelling one; nevertheless there
is also dii hcult y in understanding what the PUPO S C of' public goods is (why they are
'goods') unless they are good fir someone. The fact that a very large number of
people benefit from public goods is a reason for denying them wholesale direct
interest, cg in the firm of granting them a formal right, and is an explanation of
why we think that no one has a right to a public good. But it would not follow from
this that there was no right of a more abstract kind. In a very basic sense, it is true
that one has a right to be respected in decisions involving participation in public
goods without having the right to a portion of a public right to he delivered.
Simmonds points approvingly to Steiner's revival of the analytical method employed
by I [art and the linguistic school of philosophy of the 1950s (and implicit in English
analytical jurisprudence since the time of Austin). A close examination of the
'meaning' of 'right', Steiner thinks, will lead to insights about the nature of justice
in general, in contradistinction to the avowedly evaluative approaches to enquiry
about law engaged in by Finnis and Dworkin.

There may, however, be a problem with identifying the beneficiaries of a duty.
In his book Central Issues in 7urisprudence, Sirnmonds uses the example of the crash
helmet law whereby all people riding on a motor bike are under a legal duty to wear
a crash helmet. Who is the beneficiary? Surely not the manufiicturers of crash
helmets? MacCormick may not he entirely correct in his contention that the power
to waive a right is not a necessary part of a right but is just something that a right
often includes. In support of that contention he demonstrates that in certain
circumstances it is necessary to override freedoms - for example, in contract the
freedom to contract the terms is overridden b y the recent consumer protection
legislation. Simmonds sums it up thus:

I;en if N lac( ;oriiìick has provided a convincing case against the correlativity of rights and
duties, it is by no means clear that he has provided a convincing alternative.'

MacCormiek does admit the importance of the will theory in the explanation of
rights, lie put it thus:

• . . it cannot he denied that the central point of' the theory is that apart from children and
incapacitated persons the holder of a legal right is empowered in law to choose whether he
should avail himself of hi y righ! . it 'e or b y insisting on n' rf'r'p a nee of the
correlative duty'.

If that is so it might he assumed (albeit wrongly, it is submitted) that Hart's and
MacCormick's theories are compatible, but that would be to fall into the linguistic
trill) which was so much the concern of Hohfeld. For MacCormick the difficulty is
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Iii the absence of choice with regard to children's rights, the argument going that
those rights are among those referred to in a footnote by Hart in his notion of
immunity rights dependent upon individual benefit. In the Hohfeldian sense the
rights of children as envisaged by MacCormick are claim rights whereas I fart's are
iiiiniiinitv rights. I fence while both rights are fundamental and important they have
di firciit lowest common denominators.
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Legal Personality

27.1 Introduction

27.2 1 )iffcrent types of legal personality

27.3 Is legal personality ;I 	 concept?

27.4 The theories: what theories are used to explain legal personality?

27.5 1)o the theories obscurer

27.1 Introduction

A right is not the onl y legal concept to have attracted much jurisprudential
discussion. Another such concept is that of legal and especially Corporate personality.
Why are certain bodies treated in law as persons and sonic bodies (trade unions,
partnerships, unincorporated associations) generally not? What, if anything, does it
mean to say that .I 	 is a person?

27.2 Different types of legal I)Crsoflality

There are three types of personality recognised in l;nglish law; in relation to any
question, you should ask y ourself it' it is about one or all three.

Human beings

No distinction is drawn in law between legal and natural persons. liohield sees
human beings as merely ;I of claims, liberties, powers, etc. But it should
be noted that the notion of a hunian being is more flexible than might he thought.
We shall examine sonic of these:

A foetus

What is the legal status of an unborn child (re pre-natal defbrmity? child
destruction?) The example of the legal Personality of a foetus has raised interesting
and emotive questions recently. In the case of C v S (1987) one such question arose

364
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for consideration. Briefly, in that case a man who claimed to be the father of a
foetus attempted to prevent the mother of the foetus from proceeding with an
abortion after their relationship broke down. His grounds were to invoke the
criminal law against the destruction of a child capable of being born alive (si Infant
Life Preservation Act 1929). The rather controversial interpretation given to that
l)l1r1se by the I louse of Lords need not detain this text. What is of importance is
the observation that it was the father (as an interested person) who brought the
action and not the faetus, vet if the faetus had been deemed to be a legal person it
could have brought the action itself. Practical problems of instructing solicitors, etc,
from the womb can in this legal system be overcome there are procedures to
enable the incompetent to be party to actions. The implication though is wide. The
faetus would have a separate legal personality from the mother carrying it. The
mother would merel y be a walking incubator far another legal person. The mother
would owe that person a duty of care that would give rise to that person having a
cause of action where, for example through smoking cigarettes, the mother caused
the foetus damage. If the foetus were a legal person then it would he party to an
action to prevent an abortion, etc. I would imagine that other factors will be
considered in seminars - enough for present purposes to raise the questions. By way
of anecdote for those interested, I understand that although the Ilouse of Lords held
that the foetus could be aborted as at the stage of gestation it had reached, it was
not capable of sustaining life if born, the mother continued with the pregnancy and
the child is being brought up by the father. (A happy ending?)

A dead person
Legal personality extends to those humans who are alive and of an existence
independent of their mother. What is the position with regard to the dead? They
have legal interests, such as that their wishes as expressed in their wills are carried
out, for example. The law has studiously avoided any definition of death - see R v

Maic/zereL' and Steel (1981) - probably far the very Sound reason that advances in
medical science and technology would outstrip the capacity of the law to keep pace
and we would arrive at a situation, as we have for example in criminal law, where
the definition of insanity became fossilised in 1843 (A4cNag/zten 's Case) in spite of
very considerable advances since then. So what constitutes legal death is not clear. I
think the proposition stated at the start of this sub-section to the effect that so far as
natural persons are concerned a prerequisite of legal personality is independent live
existence is true. The dead may have certain rights, such as to have their property
disposed of according to their legal wishes, but that is as far as it goes.

A married couple
The example that used to he used was that a husband and wii were treated as one
person for certain tax matters, for example, mortgage interest relief and the filling of
tax return forms that required a wife to disclose to her husband all the sources of
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her taxable income, because the husband was under the legal duty to declare that
inconie of his wife to the Inland Revenue. That position has been changedchanged in the
Finance I\C1 1988 although aspects of it have not at the date of writing entered into
force. I do not envisage this rather antiquated rule that regarded a wife as an
appendage of her husbind being revived.

Status
Another flexible aspect is that there are different relationships to think about
status (parent, slave, consumer) and capacity (the same person can have two or more
in some fictual situation; trustee and beneficiary, shareholder and employee and
company director, for instance).

Corporations sole

A corporation sole is a person with a perpetual existence, that is, an office, the
personification of an official capacity. Examples are parsons, bishops, the Crown (the
Queen has a difkrent personality for each country where she is the monarch). The
main rationale behind the corporation sole is that the continuity of jural relations,
such as the holding of' property, is made possible. This need hardly detain us further.

Corporations aggregate

'I'hcse are companies or other corporations created by charter, statute or under the
Companies Acts. They are treated as persons in law unless the contrary is stated
(statutes use individuals if ' they mean humans and unincorporated associations but
not corporations). Some unincorporated associations are given some of the incidental
benefits of' corporations but they are still not persons. Partnerships, fur example, can
issue writs in their own name and can make contracts, but the individual partners
remain fully liable as individuals.

27.3 Is legal personality a useful Concept?

The flexibility of treatment given to the notion of' a human being is useful and
corporations sole have their limited ef'ketiveness allowing in the continuation of'
property ownership and contractual relations. This question as to the usefulness of'
the concept of legal personality is, though, most relevantl y considered with regard to
the corporations aggregate.

The uses of corporations aggregate

These have been stated as:
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Convenience
The COflvCfljCflCC offered b y conferring powers and liabilities on a unit rather than
on each individual shareholder involved (imagine suing British Telecom if it were
otherwise!).

Limited liability
Shareholders do not attract liability except to the extent of their respective
shareholdings, and directors and emplo yees are onl y liable for their personal
negligence; this is subject to the frequent requirement of personal guarantees, from
participants in small companies.

Perpetuity of SUCCeSSIOn
This applies on death, retirement, sale of shares.

Ability to SLIC

Can sue or be sued, can own property (this is really all 	 of Chapter 26).

Separate ownership
Ownership and control can be separated, allowing investors to risk their mone y l)ut
under the control of expert management. in man y public quoted companies,
ownership and control are totally divorced in this way.

Other advantages
Generally, an individual trader can escape personal liability (subject to personal
guarantees) and it is easier fir ;I to raise capital than for a sole trader. Note
though that the courts do sometimes lift the corporate veil (there is a list of
instances of this in Dias). Note also that some of the advantages can be achieved
without a separate personality being used. For example, writs call served on
partnerships, and property is often held by only some of the partners. This allows
ownership to be passed more easily. Also, a big partnership will often separate its
management from the bulk of the owning partners. Think also of the special
treatment of trades unions and employers associations in English law.

Problems with corporations aggregate

Corporations aggregate also raise the following problems:

Groups
English law has difficulties III with the idea of a group of companies. For
most purposes, they are treated as separate units rather than as a collective entity,
which is most unrealistic. Some inroads have however been made into this problem;
group companies now submit consolidated accounts and are taxed as a unit, for
example.
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Inflexibility

Lven small companies have to fulfil statutory requirements suitable for much larger
outfits. The )iCSCflt government is committed to relaxing Sonic of these
rcquii-cnicnts and it is already the case that small Companies have to submit less
complete accounts, for instance.

Unfairness

Small creditors never have security and so can lose heavily in an insolvency. There
are some restrictions in the Insolvency Act 1986 on directors involved just setting tip
another, similarly named company in such cases (only time will tell if they are
efictive) and there are various possibilities of penalties or civil remedies (including
disqualification) against directors involved in an insolvency - see the Companies
Directors Disqualification Act 1986. But these generally will not benefit small
unsecured creditors, who can't affurd to rely on them. It is a m y th that it customer
or supplier is saftr dealing with a limited company than an individual trader or
partnership - often the reverse is the case.

Inconsistency

It is not at all clear why some legal rules and regulations apply to all companies but
not to other (often larger) organisations which organise themselves as partnerships.
Often the choice of business medium is based on taxation considerations rather than
on which medium is more suitable in terms of its inherent characterstjcs.

27.4 The theories: what theories are used to explain legal personality?

There are finir main theories for us to consider, albeit in each ease rather briefly.
We will tr y to analyse fur each theory which elements of the law it can, and cannot,
account for.

11(110n theory

l'irst, we will look at the fiction theory, supported b y von Savigny and in lngland
by Coke, Blackstone and especially Salniond. Juristic or artificial persons are only
treated as if they are persons, tinder this view. They are fictitious, not known as
persons apart from the law. The law gives them proprietary rights, grants them legal
powers and so on, but the y have no personality and no will (except to the extent a
will is implied b y the law). This i5 an obviously flexible viewpoint, silice it can
account fur any apparent inconsistency in legal treatment by simply saying that they
are only treated as persons to that extent. The doctrine of ultra tires, under which a
Company cannot do anything not authorised by its memorandum of association
might he thought to support the fiction theory, on the basis that the law only gives
personality to the limit of the memorandum, and so might the doctrine that a
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Company is separate from its members, epitomised in the leading case of Salomon.
This case shows that the law treats the company as a separate unit, even though in
flict it is not, especially in the one-man company cases like Salomon.

Further Support for this theory could be claimed from the criminal law, which
originally accepted that a compan y could not commit a criminal offence which
depends on mental intention. The fiction view explains this on the basis of the will
of the person only being that given b y law, and therefure presumably being limited
to lawful intention. Recent developments show a more pragmatic and sensible
approach to the question of corporate liability, with companies being subject to more
criminal liabilit y (and also subject to liabilit y fur the torts of their servants). Also,
the cases where the law allows the corporate veil to be lifted aside call 	 explained
as limitations oil 	 grant of the fictitious personalit.

Acceptable explanations, then, are provided b- the fiction t heorv for many
aspects of company law (although man y of them can he explained acceptably by
other theories, see below).

I lowever, no explanation is given of wh y the law uses the idea of personality; is
there all similarity to real persons or not? Hart has emphasised some of the
faults identified in relation to this theory, particularly the illogicality involved in
denying that a company can commit certain crimes because it has no mind.

Some other theories are similar to and hound up with the fiction theor y , notably
the concession theory, (that legal personality flows from the state) and the symbolist
theory of Ihering.

!Io lift ld 's t/u'ory

This theory is not mirrored in English writing on the subject. Since only human
beings have juristic relations, one must, according to I Iohfeld, explain companies in
it complex way by looking at the capacities, rights, powers and liabilities of the
individuals involved. This view is clearly, related to I loh6.ld's analysis of rights.
I lowever, it again fails to give us an explanation of why the notion of a company is
used, the notion of'a separate personality.

Realist

This view sees all person as a real personality, having a real mind, will and
l)O\ver of action. It is associated with Gierke, Dicey, Pollock and (though I lart
doubts it) Maitland.

If independent l)o%scr of action was the only requirement of our definition of a
person and personality, perhaps all person would qualify (but has a
company really got a power of action independent of its members and officials?);
surel y though there is something more. To say ;I 	 is a real person implies
1111 individuality, and that implies some consciousness, experience, inner unit y . Some
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groups ma y seem to have such a unity and consciousness. Perhaps one could talk of
such a feeling over the reaction to the Somalian famine crisis, for instance, a
corporation sole (consisting of successive holders of one office) hasn't a
Consciousness, nor hasa multi-national Company, nor even a small company?
Perhaps a university might be thought to fit?

In any case, even if the legal personalities could he couued as real persons, a
further problem arises. If a two-man company is ;I in reality, why not a two-
man partnership? If a one-man company, why not a one-man business? If a
university, why not a private law college, one that is unincorporated? The realist
theory fails to explain why the legal definition of personality does not match the
extended realist definition.

Returning to some of the aspects of' English law already considered, realist theory
call 	 fir the u/Ira vires doctrine (the real personality constituted by the
company as set up b y its (Iocuments), albeit rather weakly (isn't it .I to
have to rekr to legal documents to establish the limits of' reality?); but it can't
successailly accommodate the tearing aside of' the corporate veil. If' the company is a
real entity distinct from its members, surely it should always be viewed as such and
not sometimes viewed as a collection of its members?

Finally, realism can account fir those instances where criminal law applies to a
company: can it account fr those when it doesn't (if' a board meeting orders an
execution, the company isn't guilty of murder: why not)? The reason why it would
not Ile guilty of' mur(ler ]it likelihood of ' a board resolution so ordering is that it
is incapable of' f'orming the necessary 1,z'Fzs rca for murder. Obviousl y , considerations
as to suitable penalty will also be relevant (it is impractical to imprison a company!).
The recent suggestions of possible prosecution whether public or Private against a
f 'erry operating company f'or corporate manslaughter, as'a result of' suggestions in the
inquiry into the events at Zeebrugge, demonstra te an actual example of' the criminal
law responsibility of a corporation.

I hart has raised some additional points. The theory (as with the fiction theory)
has illogical barriers; for example, it has been suggested that .I 	 cannot be
bound by :III with another company because that would be degrading, and
the realist view has dif'ficu Ities with a one-man technical company -- isn't such a
company not a real entit y but just a Coil\'enient device for the individual proprietor?

Linked to this theor y is the organic theor y , the name of which is quite accurate
and suggests that -.I company acts through the various organs that constitute it. In
this theory the board of' directors will take decisions concerning the day to (lay
running of' the compan y whereas the general meeting will take decisions concerning
the constitution of the company. So long as the proper decision is taken in the
proper way by the proper body it will be considered at law as the act or decision Of
the Company,
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Purpose

The final view is the purpose theory developed by l3rinz and, in England, by
Barker. On this view, onl y human beings are persons, but the lawprotects certain
purposes other than human beings. Tile creation of artificial persons just gives effect
to a purpose (for example, a charitable corporation is created to give effect to various
devices b y which the law aids the charitable cause). So company property is held not
by a person, but for a purpose.

This view has a fundamental flaw. It does not answer the question. It is
Obviously true that companies and other artificial legal i)elo11s are given their status
for a purpose (or various i)urposes). The question remains, wh y call them persons?
What aspect of these entities makes them so akin to real people that the law uses the
same name and to a great extent applies the same rules?

A l)POSC view can explain the ultra z'ires doctrine (a compan y is limited to its
express purposes, as mentioned in the memorandum), and CVCfl tile tearing aside of
the veil (the countering weight of other legal purposes), cannot explain the concept
of an artificial person.

Our conclusion at this point is that none of the various explanations given of the
nature of corporate personality is satisfactory.

27.5 Do the theories obscure?

Both Paton in Jurisprudence and 1-lart in his inaugural lecture at Oxford, Definition
and Theory in 7ur:sp rude rice, think that the answer to the question is yes, because tile
theorists, in trying to ascertain what is the nature of Corporate personality, are asking
the wrong question. Paton writes that seeking the essence of, the connecting factor
between, the various different types of legal persons, natural and artificial, is the
wrong approach because there is no connecting fictor except the similarit y and
treatment meted out by the law to the different persons.

Hart's views are somewhat different. The slim booklet containing his inaugural
lecture (which is also included ill his Essays iii jurisprudence and P/nlosophi) ,) is well
worth reading. Briefly he considers that the question 'What is corporate personality?'
is seeking the wrong type of definition.

Just as with other concepts found in law, such as a right or a duty, corporate
personality has 110 straightforward connection with the world of fact, nothing to
which it corresponds. It should not, therefore, be defined in the same way as the
concept of the table or chair you are sitting at or on, since these concepts (10 have an
object to which they correspond in nature - they exist and can be touched in the
real world of scientific cause and effect. Hart goes on to sa y that the theories which
we have looked at above are often in the clouds and do not deal with practical
realities.
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What then is FlarE's alternative? Well, he sa ys, picking up an idea that he
attributes to, among others, Bentham, corporate personality and the other legal
Concepts should be defined not by looking just at the words themselves but rather
by considering a characteristic Sentence in which they appear and then explaining
the conditions under vhich the words are used - under what conditions does the
law ascribe liabilities to corporations? Ry this method we can avoid questions such as
those relating to a corporation's supposed will.

Hart in Dg/iniiwu and i/lear)' imagines an innocent lawyer from Arcadia to whom
the notion of a legal or corporate personality is introduced for the first time. lie
would learn what t y pes of' legal personality there were and the firnis of statement in
general use by which rights were ascribed to Smith & Co Lid, in circumstances in
some ways similar to and in some ways different from those in which they were
ascribed to Smith as an individual, lie would see that the analogy was sometimes
thin but that given the circumstances set out in the Companies Acts and in the
general law the statement South & Co I td owes White Z 10 applied as directly to
the itcts alter its own fishion as Smith owes White L 10.

On his return to Arcadia he would tell of' the extension to corporate bodies of
rules worked out fbr individuals and of' the analogies fidlowed and the adjustments
of' ordinary words involved. fie would, in short, have explained Corporate personality
without any need to get into the confusing and obscure theories which I have set out
above. In I lart's words we could make the simple Arcadian f'eel the theorist's agonies
only by inducing him to ask what is Smith & Co Ltd and not to admit in answer a
description of' how, and under what conditions, tile rianies of' corporate bodies are
used in practice, but instead to start the search fir what it is that the nanie taken
solely describes, fbr what it stands, fir what it means.


